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R a d i c a l - Co n & e r v a t i v e *
Since the pu blication in 1953 of his pioneering work,
"The Wordly Philosophers: The Lives, Times and Ideas
of Great Economic Thinkers," economist Robert L.
Heilbroner has emerged as one of the 20th century's
leading creative thinkers and theoreticians in that "dismal science."Not only did the book serve to bring
within public understanding the complexities of
economics, it provided the springboard from which
all his numerous later works derived.
Heilbroner, 57, Norman Thomas Professor of
Economics at New York City's New School for
Social Research, will share and expand on those selfdescribed "radical-conservative" ideas at a Dec. 3-4
Phi Beta Kappa Symposium at Colby College. The
event is sponsored by the college's chapter of the
society in celebration of the 200th anniversary of the
national funding of PBK.
"I've conned millions of young peop le into thinking that economics is an interesting subject in tune
with their social concerns," remarked Heilbroner
ruefully to an interviewer, discussing one of his
several texts on economi cs now standard in colleges
ana high schools alike.
As a student at Harvard he too was "conned." He
had planned on majoring in writing. The influence
of a radical economics professor, however, led him
to switch and eventuall y graduate summa cum laude
and as a Phi Beta Kappa member in 1940 with a degree
in history, government and economics,
"It was an awakening. I took to the subject like
du ck to water," he was later to say.
Heilbroner earned his Ph.D. degree from the New
School in 1963, some 11 years after beginning his
studies there. A lecturer and freelance writer in the
intervening years, he had started and then abandoned
three dissertations — eventually to settle on "The Making of Economic Society," a historical exploration
of the economics of the past.
After graduation he worked briefl y for the Office
of Price Administration . He also served as clerk in
a clothing-store chain that his father, Louis Heilbroner, a "poor boy from North Carplina," founded
and developed into a successfu l business.
It is ironic, he admits, that a person raised in
New York City under the wealthiest of circumstances
in the midst of the great Depression should develop
a politically Liberal outlook.
"I grew up like anyone else in the privileged class,"
the social critic once said. "I was reared during tlie
great Depression and never knew there was one."
Heilbroner credits the family ch auffeu r , who acted as
a "su bstitute" father after Heilbroner 's father died, with planting the seed that led to works that always
ask the questions: Where are wc now in the stream
of history? What is it like here and where arc wc
•leaded?
Another turning point came in the late 1940's,
wh en he freelanced several articles for Harper's magazin e while employed by a commodities dealer. He
decided he liked writing better than the business
World.
Heil broner is described as mod est, good natured
and serious an d pleasant at the same time - a man
Biven to rapid, precise .speech. His extracurricular
activities are Oriental art, the eighteenth century,
°ird watching and playing the piano.
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Economist Robert L. Heilbroner

Board Establis hes
Gr ossman Prof essors h ip
The. Colby CoLlege board'6fitrustees^annou riced -?, : '
Friday, Oct. 22, the establishment of the Grossman
Professorship of Economics in recognition of the years
and dedicated service by Nissie Grossman, class of 1932
A college trustee, Grossman has been active in ipany
areas of Colby's development and has contributed and
raised substantial resources for the college.
Noting the long interest in Colby of the Grossman
family, who have also contri buted generously, President Robert E. L. Strider said , "The establishment of
a professorial chair is a major landmark in the history
of a college. The academic program is the central
activity of an institution of higher education. The
Grossman Chair of Economics will bring distinction
to Colby for years to come."
Affiliated with Grossman's, a division of Evans
Products Co., Grossman has been an active participant
in numerous fund raising campai gns, including service as chairman of the Colby Corporate Support Program.
He has served as chairman of the trustee student affairs
committee and is currend y chairman of the buildings
and grounds committee.
The Wellesley, Mass., resident is a former president
of the Boston Colby Club and the B oston Colby
Alumni Association. A former member of the
Colby Alumni Council, he was named a Fellow of Colby
in 1963.
He was elected alumni trustee in 1964 and became
a board elected member in 1967.
Grossman 's numerous civic and business activities
include his recent election as director of the Northeastern
Retail Lumbermen's Association . He is past president
of the Newton Taxpayer's Association . post chairman
of the Qyincy Chapter of the American Red Cross5 past
president of Temple Emanuel of Newton; post president and currently chairman of the international
service committee of the Rotary Club in Quincy,
where he also served as director of the YMCA.
He is chairman of the board of die Granite Cooperative
Bank of Ojiincy, a cooperator of the New England
Baptist Hospital, and is n supporter of the New England
Hebrew Academy.
Grossman has a B.A. and M.A. from Colby and a
master 's degree from the Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration.

Utopian , dreamer, visionary are all words used
to describe Italian-born architect Paolo Soleri, who
will be one of the four participants at the Phi Beta
Kappa Symposium on the^ Colby College campus,
December 3-4.
Soleri, called by Buckminster Fuller, "one of the
greatest dreaming strategists of our time," has been
involved since 1970 in the construction of a city rising
out of the desert near Phoenix , Arizona.
The self-sustaining, 25 story unit called Arcosanti
underscores Solen s philosophy that "evolution is
leading toward greater complexity rather than simplicity : that man of the fu ture will want to live in
three-dimensional cities where neighbors, schools
and hospitals will be just an elevator ride away."
His controversial works have been exhibited in
major galleries throughout the cou ntry and in 1972
he received the Craftsman Medal from the American
Institute of Art.
His concept of arcology is a theory of architecture
based on the "organic principle that preserves and /
improves the ecology and society itself."
The sale of Sdleri's fam ous* ceramic windchimes
helps support his Cosanti Foundation to which students
of art from all over the world are drawn.
"The Next 200 Years" is the th eme of the symposium which is sponsored by the Colby chap ter of
Phi Beta Kappa to commemorate the 200th anniversary
of the scholastic honor society.
Other participants will be Nobel-prize-winner
Linus Pauling and economist Robert L. Heilbroner.
Yet to be announced is a fourth participant represent
ing the dramatic arts.

ELECTORAL
EDIT ORIAL
With the elections swiftly approaching the Ech o
felt that it should address itself to a political issue.
The staff debated endorsing a candidate but we
could not reach ,a unanimous decision. Hence, we
focused our discerning eye upon the referendum
questions. One issue which will be on the ballot in
numerous states and received the unanimous support
of the editorial staff is the botde bill.
The Echo feels that it is rime th at people expressed
a vote of support for their enviroment. Cans and
botdes can be seen littering the countryside. Most
will agree that it is not an uncommon sight to find
such litter on the Colby campus and lining the
bottom of Johnson Pond. The botde bill will help
to curb such activity.
Unfortunately, many people have been subjected
to a massive anti-botd e bill campaign. This advertising has been sponsored by huge bottling corporations throughout the country in an effort to defeat
the bill. Their motives, however, are purely selfish
and their prop aganda misleading.
The Ech o feels that several facts should be brought
to your attention. It should be noted that these
facts are directly applicable to the bill that is on the
ballot in Maine. There may be minor differances
from the bills proposed on other states.
— The bill has included a deposit on cans because
they are the worst part of the litter problem.
f — You won't have to use a can opener to open
all cans. Although flip - top cans will be banned a
new "punch top" can has been approved.
— G rocers have asked for the option of setting
up convenient redemption centers. This will allow
better service from the grocers.
— Refillable bottles will save on waste because
they are reusable. Maine towns will save 1.2 million a year in the cost of operating a dump.
— In only ten drinks the bill could save you
88 cents in container costs.
— In two states which have passed the bottle bills,
Oregon and Vermont, Dottle and can litter has been
reduced by 83% and 76%.
The Echo urges a yes vote on the botde bill.

L ETTER S TO T H E EDITOR
To the Editor:
I would like to amend the "History lesson" which
was published in the Clark Barks column last week.
It is a popular misconception that the Cincinnati
Reds are "the oldest team in baseball ". This title
might m ore accurately be ascribed to the Atlanta
Braves. The Cincinnati Red Stockings were indeed
the first professional baseball team in 1869 (when they
turned a net profit of $1.39"). However when the National
Associafiop.was formed in 1871, Harry Wright brought
his Red Stockings to Boston where they later were
called the Beaneaters, The Bees, and finally the
Braves. In 1952 the Braves moved to Milwaukee and
they havel>een in Atlanta since 1966.
The American League team formed in 1901
adopted the historic name as a publicity move. Hence
today 's Red Sox. The current Reds can only trace their
geneology to 1882 when they were one of the original
six teams in the American Association. The A.A.
was also known as the "Beer and Whiskey League"
because it was the first league to sell beer at the
ballpark. When the American Association disbanded in
1890, the Cincinnati franchise joined the National League
and it has remained there since.
Historically yours,
Bill Yoder

An Open Letter to Mr. Andrew Deininger :
I am writing this because I am sick and tired;
sick about alot of wasted bucks and tired of alot
of overplayed songs. Everyone has heard the story, y
WMHB can't play progressive music all day long because
the FCC doesn't like too many way-out 10-watters
"cluttering" up the air. But Mr. Deininger who, in
God's name says that solid gold is the only alternative?
If the FCC is dead set against low frequency progressive stations, by all means, change the format!
But don't subject our fragile ears to twelve daily
hours of assembly line "hits" and, more importantly,
do not use our money to satisfy your own commercially competitive ends.
What are the alternatives? The question should
read "What isn't an alternative?" Folk tunes, the blues,
dixieland, bluegrass, swing, classical, the list has
unlimited potential. Wake us in the morning with the
Nutcracker Sutie, put us to sleep at night with the
voice of Billie Holliday, weave the rock and the jazz,
early as well as modern, in between, but, I'm begging
you, stop you army of worn-out 45's.
The radio station at Colby could be a valuable
asset. An understanding of what music is all about
should p lay an important role in anyone's liberal arts
education. But, I'm sorry to say, as things now pky,
our $7,600 radio staion isn't even a source of entertainment, for twelve long hours.
With all due respect to the after 6 D.J .'s.
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Political Editor

The Ech o feels that one other fact should be
brought to your attention. It is legal to register to
vote in the state of Maine up to die day of the
election. We feel that this gives no excuse for not
voting if you are not already registered.
< With the polls showing a near dead heat in the
presidential election, it is the opinion of the E cho
that all registered voters should vote on Noy. 2.
You r vote does count. We urge all to vote.

^ Bn__ __ a_____ i

Dr. Dawn Gherman, formerly a Colby faculty
member in the English department, died Thursday,
Oct. 21, in Durham, New Hampshire. She was
buried in Pine Grove Cemetary, Waterville, in a brief
ceremony conducted by Professor Longstaff last
Saturday. Plans are now in progress for a memorial
service honoring Ms. Gherman, for those students
and faculty members interested, to take place at some
time next week,
Ms. Gherman joined the Colby faculty last year
as a freshman English professor; she also taught
American Studies and Wom en Stu dies. Her position
was a temporary one to fill Professor Jud y Ferster's
position while Ferster was away on sabbatical.
At the end of tlie year, Dr. Gherm an accepted a
teaching position at University of New Hampshire,
a position she held until her death last week. She
loved Colby, and, in the short time that she. worked
here, Ms. Gherman touched the lives of numerou s
persons within our community. Those that knew
her grew to love her; she will be missed by many.
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To the Editor:
I hereby send you a review from 'The New R epublic '
of the recent cellar-study by Mr. Claude Brown.
His "The Childhood of Ham" seems no huge distance
from ourselves. Similar stu dent discontent. Similar
adult mystification. Similar extremes such as our
large unvoting population among both our own students
and those of the six nearby colleges I have studied.
Whereas the economic base of Claude Brown 's version
of Harkm is terribly distinct from our own, or from
that of the six comparable colleges (and 20 instructors)
1have lately visited, Harlem and Mayflower Hillside
similarities appeal somewhat more than do the
dissimilarities. Of course, on the surface, wej ire
very, very unlike Harlem. Only on the surface.
I hope your paper may brave an editorial from
these remarks of mine and from the N. Republic
review. You might place my letter nearby your
editorial. I like so much the cast of your paper.
Your crew is going so well.
Sincerely,
Prof. David G ordon Bridgman
History & Government
Unfortunately time and space did not allow us
to prep are an editorial in response to Prof. Bridgman s
letter. Nevertheless, the letter merits printing.
Brown 's "Tbe Childhood of Ham " is a series
of interviews with residents of Harlem. His book
examines life in Harlem; its har dships and inherent
pro blems.
Perhaps , as Prof. Bridgman notes, we are similar
to the residents of this community.
—Editor
To the Editor:
Referring to Evan Katz's remarks in last week's
Echo in the Clark Barks column about the soccer
team's 2-0 victory over Clark as the first victory by
a male sports team at Colby this year. With all due
respect to the soccer team and sincerest wishes for
continued success, the first victory by a Colby male
sports team in the Fall of 1976 was by the crosscountry team over S.M.V.T.I, on 9/25/76. They also
achieved their second victory over B.U. 10/2/76.
Also the first male team to achieve a third and fourth
win (over Casdeton and Worcester State) 10/9/76 .
They achieved their fifth victory (and second over S.M
V.T.I.) this past Wednesday.
Check past issues of the Echo for details.
~~~
Respectfully yours,
Aaron Lebenger

To the Editor,
We , the supporters of St Benedict Center, believe
that the root of all the problems in the Catholic
Church today is the denial of the necessity of belonging
to the Catholic Church for salvation.
St. Benedict Center has hurled for 25 years the
challenge at the Liberal Catholics: "Produce one
infallibel statement in favor of salvation outside the
Catholic Church!" The challenge has never been met ,
nor can it ever be met. The reason is becau se the Church
has already spoken in three ex cathedra statements,
An ex cathedra: statement is an infallible pronouncement, and must be believed by everyone,
I quote one of them in part;
Ex Cathedra: "The m ost Holy Roman Church
firmly believes,,professes, and preaches that none
of those existing outside the Catholic Church , not
onl y pagans, but also Jews and heretics and schismatics,
can have a share in life eternal . but that they will
go into the eternal fire which was prepared for the devil
and his angels. . ,No one, let his almsgiving be as
great as it may, no one, even if he pour out his blood
for the Name of Christ, can be saved, unless he remain
within the bosom and unity of the Catholic Church."
(Pope Eugene IV, the Bull Cantate Domino, 1441.)
For any more information on the subject write: C
St Benedict Center; Box 118j Still River, Mass.
01467.
TO JESUS THROUGH MARY*

Mark Terry

1914 Chanticleer Rd.
Anaheim, Ca. 92804

To the Editor:
The time.is just about here for the annu al obscenity
-the end of the summer.idyl - each fall on Johnson
Pond. In place of a letter of complaint (comp laints
have proved useless) I am submitting this poem for
what it is worth:
Seven to a dozen — a dense
Flotilla of lost animates. Only
Lately waterbourne looms through
Low morning mists dusting lighdy
A grey sky mirror. Baker's
Dozen of fat birds flating lazy.
Fat on the flotsam of July/August
Picnickers. Making duck soup of it.
Lorenz - ethologist — claimed his
Alice, I think he called her, (or
was she a goose?) remembered. So
May be they do recall their June
Spent landlubbering. Huddled on a far
Bank — unlaunched: altogether
Cautious. As yet not daring to wet a
Webbed foot Let alone
Make a swim for it.
Now! Puffed suzerains of a small
Pond-do m, now, listen! Can your unwhorled
Ears hear a whistling wind? This is
Nothing! Soon it will howl. That copper
Maple - dancing willow will rattle their
Bare bones at the f lock of you. Hi-tail it,
Quackers! Waddle for cover. Otherwise
Suprize! Sleep sated eyes will open one grey
Day to panic. There you are — the
Bunch of you pinioned with your gristled
-Fee t nailed to the ice.
Signed, Anonymous/ concerned
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To the Editor:
Mid-semester break is over, and mo st stu dents
are once again engaged in the work, the relationships,
the routines that go along with the Colby education.
For many the long weekend presented an opportunity to get away from the confines of Colby. Some
left for personal reasons, while others left to get away
from what is often referred to as a rut, or that stagnant
feeling one som etimes gets at an institution such
as Colby. If one did get out of his/her rut, now that
he has returne d there remains the possibility of falling
back in to that rut This may lead one to believe
that the institution Colb y is a stagnant setting, but
to blame one's stagnancy solely on Colby is .too simple.
The problem needs closer examination.
If it is not already obvious, what I am dealing
with is in many respects the same top ic Nate Winstanley
was concerned with in his graduation speech last
spring, which appeared in the September 30th
ECHO. Nate felt that the learned litde, if anything,
of value from the traditional educational structure
of Colby. He also believed that if the student accepted
the conventional educational structure of Colby,
he was simply being filled with mydis, abstractions,
and illustions. He thought Colby presented a p icture to the
student that was unreal to his world. Everything
the student learned was screened and controlled to
perpetuate the role Colby has taken in finding a place
for its stu dents within institutional America, Yet,
Nate felt that one could get an education at Colby
but that it must be sou gh t and not accepted.
I heard some people criticize Kite's specc h
as having been delivered in such an offensive manner
that it appeared that he was trying to revenge what
he felt to be his lacking Colby education. I was not
able to attend die Commencemen t exercises, so I '
Withhold comment. If the speech was given in such
an of f ensive manner , then his style of presentation
contradicted his content. Nate said that the onl y tru e
learning is not an act between a professor and a student, bu t rather individu als sharing thoughts and
feelings on equal ground. If Nate was belligerent
in delivering his speech then he was not teaching but
preaching." Others I talked to, however, said that the
speech was simply given in a very matter of fact
tone.

Some criticized his speech as saying nothing
positive of the Colby education. With this I vyould .,
disagree. Perhaps N ate did not emphasize enough
the importance of participating in your education
by actively accepting or fig hting against the traditional educational structure. One can get in a ait
in just about any institution, whether it be within
the structure of a job or family. One is a part
of an institution, and thus influences it as well as
is influenced by it. In fact, I believe a part of one's
education is try ing to see what forces are at p lay
within an institution, and where you stand in relation
to them.
But perhaps N ate is right, the direction Colby is
going in, in terms of educating it's young people,
is subservient to the interests of money, progress,
or graduate school. I doubt, however, that this has
always been the case. '
I could not help but be extremely impressed with
Doctor Julius Seelye Bixler and what he said on two
different occasions last week. On Wednesday, October 20, he lectured on William James and pragmatism.
After speaking for some time, the class, which consisted of about half professors, half stu dents, was
lead into an informal discussion. Doctor Bixler
tried to keep things on a first name basis, which I
learned later he had done with students in his 18 years
as president and professor of Colby. What he talked
about only indirectly concerns this article. He interpreted James as say ing that we reason with a
purpose; an idea is an instrument, a plan of action.
Applying this to Colby, we must reason out the
direction it should take, rather than blindly listen
to society's demands.
The following night Doctor Bixler talked about
the need for scholars to think through and realize
for themselves what course to take. Along with
Nate, he felt we live ina fragmented world. We need
to find some solidarity between ouselves and our
institutions. The answer Doctor Bixler felt was not
through continual introspection , but in acting upon
what we know from the situatio n and our goals.
All his life he felt a loyalty tp . thfe world of ideas.
He never thoug ht Colby should succumb to the demands of graduate school or society. He was strongly against
the college structuring itself so as to provide the
student a place within the future leisure class. In the
long run he thoug ht individuals would greater benefit
society if Colby taught them to think and act for
themselves rather th an yield to institutional demands.
I am sure I was not the only one to note a touch of
sarcasm in Doctor Bixler's praise of the many new
foundations being built at Colby. The building of
which, Gerry Boyle, in the Septem ber 30 ECHO,
implied as being a step forward in statu s but not
necessarily in education.
But regardless of the direction Colby takes in the
future, nothing guaran tees the student freedom from
that stagnant feeling. As long as one works within
an institution one's attitu de and activity toward
that institution remains instrumental in the fulfillment that institution gives. The present demands
of Colby may elicit a feeling of inadequacy, but
it remains the students choice whether to yield to
this feeling, or the institution itself, If the demands
of Colby are not fulfilling , only by not yielding
will a sense of fulfillment be achieved and the institution changed.
Sincerely,
David Sanborn

To the Editor:
Concerning the present and future states of the
Colby degree with emphasis on the quality of die educa
tion.and the suitability of the present degree requirements!
*
1 wanted to Icill myself , but I couldn 't fin d the time.
. W. II. Ellis

LEFT OF CEN TER

On November 2nd...
This is a special column for me. It is special because
it is my good fortune to be able to say something to all of
you that I will never be able to say again. You are
also able to say the same thing and will also never
be able to say it again.
I am about to vote in my first Presidential election. So are most of you.
What is so special about this one? You may say
that we'll be able to vote m any more times in the
future , and besides look at the choice that we have
this year. Why get all excited about it? Why not?
In deciding what to write on this week, I was
troubled by which format to choose. Should I write
an endorsement or an essay on the Presidency?
Should I take a stand on an issue or do an analysis?
I wanted to do one of these usual forms but I felt
an obligation to you to say something abou t the
significance of Tuesday and what might happen on
that special day.
I realize that most of you are very disenchanted.
I acknowledge the fact that no one is overjoyed with
either President Ford or Jimmy Carter. Perhaps
you cannot tolerate either one. But still vote.
I will not lecture you on why you should vote, or
give you any of that "civic duty" nonsense or inform
you of the joys of democracy. Nor will I tell you that
it is your "obligation " to vote. Or even that you should
care who wins.
What I will tell you is that you should approach the
wliole matter with a seriousness of purpose. Whether
you decide to vote or not to vote, to vote Democratic
or Republican , Independent or Communist, Socialist, or American, Nazi or Prohibition I do not care.
What I do care about is that you give a good amount
of serious thought to you r decision, whatever that
decision is.
In any case, what the voters decide on Tuesday will
have long-reaching and long-lasting effects. Whether
or not you have any voice in these effects is your choice.
Th ere have of course been numerou s accu sations
of sweeping student apathy this year. The self-proclaimed "experts" who make their charges may have only
looked at the evidence superficially. While it is true
that th ere are no grea t stu dent campaign mobiliza- •
tions as in 1968 or 1972, it should also be noted
that there is no overriding issue with the immediate
consequences to the student as the Vietnam War
was in those years.
This is the time of year when all of the nation 's
newspapers are making their endorsements. This is
also the time of year when columnists will give
their predictions. I will make no endorsement and
no predictions. I will not delude myself in thinking that
what I say could possibly change the outcome of
this election or even change one vote.
I would hope that by this point in time you would
have made up you r minds. I hope that you have based
your decision on the issues involved rather th an on
personalities or campaign slogans. I hope that you
have made up your mind with an eye toward the future,
with a thought about how you would like to see
America for the next fou r years or longer. This is my
hope.
I stated earlier that I didn 't care who you voted
for but I truly care that you care about it. No matter
whom you vote for. That 's what Liberalism and being
a Liberal is all about.
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Cart er vs. Ford—
A n E n d i ng Race
-Carlos P. Gavilanes, Jr.
The 1976 presidential election is coming to its
finale with a litde over a hundred hours to go before
we know for sure if the challenger, Mr. Carter will ,
for the second time in U.S. History, defeat an incumbent president. By now most Americans should
have made up their minds about their candidate ;
Practically everything has been seen or heard abou t
what the two maj or parties have to offer .
Most Americans feel that in the coming elections
the choice they have to make is really between the
lesser of two evils. Many are so disgusted about
the major tickets that they think they will vote
independently or not at all. The polls have already
shown that only 45% of those eligible to vote will
actually do so. This leaves a lot to be desired from
a country that considers itself the paragon of democracy in the free world. Who can blame the
55% that will not cast a ballot after such national
tragedies like Korea, Vietnam, Angola, sex scandals
and the CIA disclosures? All of these events have
had reverberations abroad as well as in the U.S.
Surveys made in Europe during the past summer
months reveal thet U.S. prestige and image is the
lowest since the polls started fifteen hears ago (see
N .Y. Times of Oct. 20). In this country polls have
also shown that there has been a decrease in the
number of people who have voted in the past three
elections. Certainly the high moral attitudes of
the puritan heritage have been deeply hurt.
What these elections will decide is whether this
nation can withstand the ever increasing economic,
political and social stagnation that a republican
ticket will bring or whether Americans feel it is time
for a change. We are all aware of the seriousness
of the recent recession which brought the highest
level of unemployment since the 1930' s.
To combat recession and unemployment, Mr.
Ford has been trying to stimulate the free market
and private sector in order to create jobs that will
alleviate the moribund economy. He has been advocating this si• ice he took office two years ago.
Mr. Ford has been blind to the fact that the economy
and the job situation has shown little improvement
since he took o ffice. If anything his ideas about
the "Private sector created jobs" is an anachronism
of the true reality as this year's New York Times
of Oct.5 indicates: "A labor union analysis has
reported that the nation 's "modest economic recovery"
(con tinued on next page )

(For the past two weeks Doug Lapin has been
spoofing the p ossible inaugura tions of J erry Ford
and J immy Carter. In keeping with the policy of
equal time for all, he has decided to take a look at
a possible inauguration of Gene McCarthy, no matter
how unlikely that may seen. Oh zoell, who knows...- Ed,]
January 20, 19 77
"This is Walter Crankcase standing on the Supreme
Court steps awaiting the arrival of President-elect
Eugene Joseph McCarthy."
"I see something in the distance,..., the Presidential
motorcade is arriving,..., and here is President-elect
McCarthy,...,riding on a bicycle!"
Mr. McCarthy pranced up the steps of the Court
and took his place next to Chief Justice Warren
Burger. "I, Eugene Joseph McCarthy,"Mr. McCarthy
boomed,"do solemnly swear,..."
"Congratulations, Mr. President," the Chief Justice
said.
"Thanks, you 're fired ,"Mr. McCarthy retorted.
"You can't fire me!" exclaimed the Chief Justice
"That's what you think, you right-winger."
replied Mr. McCarthy.
"Good morning, America!" Mr. McCarthy began
the inaugural address, "You elected me just in time
to save our nation ! There are many reforms which
I will start implementing immediately."
"First of all, there being no need for a military,
the Pentagon is being closed down immedi ately to
make room for the Washington Metropolitan Area
hippie commune. This, of course, will relieve all
military personnel of their duties. The money
saved will be spent on the United N ations. We wil}.
increase funding of all U.N. activities, and any other
negotiating bodies in the pursuit of peace, including
the PLO,OPEC,and the Chinese Communist Party."
As of this moment, no American will be permitted
to work more than 20 hours per week, including
myself,... by the way, can someone remind my
valet to get my fishing gear ready at Camp David?"
"There is a major misconception in this country.
Who says that we must become bigger, stronger,
and richer? Wh y should our standard of living be
above that of an Indian peasant? Accordingly, it
shall be illegal for anyone to cause GNP to increase
above its 1929 level. The penalty for violation will
be six month s viewing non-rstop re-runs of the Ford
Carter debate."
'Another major problem in this country is the
au tomobile. Who needs it? Therefore, the government will nationalize General Motors, Ford, Chrysler,
American Motors, and Bricklen and force them to
manufacture bicycles. In addition, we will nationalize
U.S. Steel, Bethlehem Steel, Am erican Airlines,... "
While Mr. McCarthy was speaking, a contingent
of Russian troop s started turning the corner of
Constitution Avenue onto First Street.
An aide nudged Mr. McCarth y, "Shouldn 't we do
something?"
"They just wast to listen,...relax ," replied the
President.
A few moments.later, a complete batallion of
Chinese troops made die turn onto First Street
from Independence Avenue.
"Shouldn 't we call the military?" the aide asked.
"What military, I disbanded them, remember?"
th e Presi den t responded.
Indian troops, many with ou t shoes or rifles, were
seen approaching down East Capitol S treet.
At that moment, three Soviet-built Mig 24-fighters
bu zzed over the ceremony, with two crashing into
the Washington Monument.
"Those weren't even Russians, they were Egyptians!
exclaimed an ex-General.
The city of Washington disappeared u nder an
amorphous mushroom cloud.
And that 's the way it was, Thursday , January
20, 1977.

(continued from p revious page )
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On July 22, 1976, the Congress enacted a public
works jobs package tb put 300,000 people back to work.
In large part, that decision was led and shaped by
Ed Muskie. He helped write the pu blic works construction program which will speed up projects shelved
by the recession. And he guided a recession aid
program for local governments through the Congress.
The jobs package will mean good-paying construction work and jobs in local services. And it will mean
$20 million to Maine.
Muskie's recession aid program is also designed to
hold down local taxes during the recession. And
it will shut itself off automatically after the recession.

"Maine people want the opportunity to work at a
decent job and to earn a decent living. It isn't right that
over 30,000 Maine people are out of work. We possess
unique resources to provide increased employment oppor
tunities in our state. As a private citizen, I've helped save
and create many jobs, and, as United States Senator, my
- top priority will be to work on improving employment
opportunities in Maine.
The kind of Senator I want to be is a jobs senator. I
will spend time and energy guaranteeing existing jobs and
attracting new ones. If government uses its weight to see
that people have the opportunity to earn a decent living,
the rest of life pretty much takes care of itself."

_L gJ£ _r_r_E__g_ L_L_l_L_L_l
» _r_l_H _i -r_r» _rr y INFLATION mMimiiiwiwinint
Ed Muskie has been working to restrain inflation
and regain control over federal spending.
His oil price plan enabled Congress to write its
own energy policy which is keeping oil prices under
control. His program to give teeth to the Wage and
Price Council is now law.

^ rr

"Inflation hurts all of us. There arc no doubts to the
causes. Government can not continue to forever spend more
than it takes in, and monopolistic companies cannot .
be allowed to price fix and be noncompetitive."
When Bob M onks ran the state's Office of Energy
Resou rces he returned a surplus to the state's general
fund. Government programs can be run efficiently
if elected officials demand it.

¦
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Ed Muskie wrote the Budget Reform Act of 1974.
He became Chairman of the Senate Budget Committee
~~
and earned a reputation for strong, vigorous leadership. He served notice on excessive spending in both
popular and unpopular programs. He said no to a
defense bill that exceeded spending lirnits. And a
school lu nch bill. The Senate agreed. ,He said no to
$3 0 billion recommended by other committees.
The Senate agreed. The 1977 budget stopped runaway
growth. The three previous budgets grew an average
of 17 percent a year. This one grew only 11 percent. .
The system works. Ed Muskie wants to keep it working.
For you .
4

"Irresponsible government spending has created a debt
that our children and grandchildren will be paying. That 's
not much of a legacy."
Bob Monks believes that government spending has long
been determined by the desire of Washington politicians to
be re-elected and the pressures of special interest groups. The
public good is the correct standard.
"For years the cry of the Congress has been that if we
have one more Agency, one mo re committee, one more
program we will solve all your problems and spend the public's money correctly. Well, there have been many new agencies and many new committees and our problems remain
unsolved and we pay m ore and more and more"

_t_L_L___L_L_C_Ll_ La _L_LM _L_r_ l_[ « _l _^ _r_ r_ r_ ry %ENERGY «MlMMii ™ i»*UMi iBirr ^
Ed Muskie is fighting to keep the lid on oil prices
"Congress has not provided the necessary leadership in
to give people time to adjust. He's leading the fi ght
,
developing energy alternatives. We now rely on foreign
to adopt an aggressive energy conservation program.
sources for 46% of our oil. Congress has left us open to
To provide mileage standards for cars, insulation for
energy blackmail by ignoring the potential of states like
homes. To encourage new erjergy sou rces - solar,
Maine with the resources for renewable, environmentally
h ydroelectric, wind. To provide fair prices throu gh
sound energy. For Maine, wood fuel and hydropower could
competition in the energy industry.
mean great opportunity. We need leaders with the vision
to recognize this, and the ability to bring it abou t "
w

— Vote N ove mb er 2nd—

resulted primarily from massive increases in government jobs rather than from jobs in the so-called free
market. Non-farm, private payroll jobs rose onl y
1.2 percent, or 766,000 compared to a rise in govern
ment jobs of 10%, or 1,325,000 between July 1973,
and last July, according to Teamster joint Council
16,"based on'Federal Bureau o>f Labor Statistics
data."
Certainly all of this is ironic since Mr. Carter
has been advocating this program as the best means
to fight inflation and unemployment since he
started campaigning 17 months ago.
Mr. Ford's drive for reelection has been very
arduous. Ronald Reagan seriously challenged him
last August at Kansas City, as the voting demonstrated. Mr. Carter, on the other hand won, by
a lopsided mojority in a unified party. Ever since
the polls have shown him be the frontrunner in the
Presidential race; although Ford has closed the gap,
Carter is still comfortably ahead by a few points.
Mr. Ford' s team is now embarking on a vain
blitz of TV and radio ads designed to close the gap
between the two candidates. This behavior of last
resources seems tantamount to expecting the captain
of the Titanic to bring the ship back to land after - .
hitting the iceberg.
The President is a decent and staunch Republican
He's performed fairly well so far as following the
republican attitudes and policies are concerned.
He has pursued word for word the legacy of Nixon
economics and foreign policies. He even tried to
be innovative at times by trying to pass bills that
the democrat-controlled congress did not approve
of. If he is elected the continuation of his average
policies will num b the American people-for four
more years.
. Carter, if elected on Nov, 2, will be able
to implement his policies since he will be getting
along much better with the congress. The muchtalked-about Democratic Humphrey-Hawkins bill
which is suppose d to reduce unemp loyment by
three percent in four years is a case in point. It
will never be passed by Mr. For d but under Mr.
Carter's administration it will probabl y be more than
welcome. This shows that, in order to be progressive,
we can no longer cherish the idea of the check and
balances between the congress and the presidency.
What Mr. Carter wants to accomp lish is the
elimination of red tape and corruption among officials in Washington and through-out the U.S. by
implementing at all levels of government what he
calls "zero-base bud geting"; this means that all
expenses will not be taken for granted from past
years figures but will have to be accounted for every
year. This type of accounting will prevent a few
unscrupulous congressmen and officials from indulging
in frivilous expenses, (continued on next page )

Vo ter
Info rm all o n

SPECIMEN BALLOT
MAKE A CROSS IX) OR A CHECK MARK Ii/ *. IN THE SQUARE AT THE LEFT OFTHE
NOMINEE FOB WHOM YOU WISH TO VOTE. FOLLOW DIRECTIONS AS TO THE NUMBER OF NOMINEES TO BE ELECTED TO EACH OFFICE. YOU MAY VOTE FOR A
PERS ON WHOSE NAME DOES NOT APPEAR ON THE BALLOT BY WRITING IT IN THE
PROPER BLANK SPACE AND MARKING A CROSS IX) OR A CHECK MARK li/" > IN THE
PROPER SQUARE AT THE LEFT . DO NOT ERASE NAMES . NAMES WRITTEN IN MUST
SHOW THE MUNICIPALITY OF RESIDENCE OF EACH WRITE-IN CANDIDATE.

M ^^ Mnanmau nnwHnnanmBnHmaBV

* FOR PRESIDENT AND VICE PRES -DEIMT
OF THE UNITED STATES

Vote for ONE

WHEN : Election Day - Nov. 2, 1976
Polls open at 7 AM and close at 9 PM

? BUBAR , BENJAMIN C. and DODGE. EARL F.
China , Maine
Lakewood , Colorado
JIMMY and MONDALE , WALTER F.
?
¦ CARTER,
Plains , Georg ia
Atton, Minnesota
? FORD, GERALD R. and DOLE, ROBERT
Grand Rap ids, Michi gan Russell , Kan sas

Dem.

WHERE: Peop le living on-campus vote at the J unior
High School on Gilman St Those students off-campus
should check with the voter registrati on office (8725321) to find out where to vote .

Rep.

? MCCARTHY, EUGENE J. and LUCAS , DONALD L.
St. Paul , Minnesota
Caribou, Maine

? ....

Vote for ONE

FOR UNITE D STATES SEN ATOR

? MONKS , ROBERT A. G., Cape Elizabeth
? MU SKIE. EDMUND S.. Waterville

Vote for ONE

FOR REPRESENT ATIVE TO CONGRESS

? BARTON , FREDERIC K D.. Portland

Dem.

? EMERY , DAVID F., Rockland

?

Vote for ONE

Rep.

FOR STATE SENATOR (District 18)

? LEVINE , AARON, Waterville

Dem.

? PIERCE , RICHARD H.. Waterville

Rep.

?

Vote for not
more than THREE

FOR REPRESENTATIVES to Ihe LEGISLATURE
(District 52)

? BECK, MELVIN WV, Winsl ow
? BERNIER , ERN EST T.. Waterville
? BOUDREAU. PAUL A., Waterville
? CAREY, RICHARD J., Waterville

Dem.

? GENEST. LAWRENCE A., Waterville

Dem.

Rep.

? HAlNS, HARRY L., Waterville

Rep.

,.

? KANY, JUDY C. Waterville

?
?
n.

:

.:

Vote for ONE

RE GISTRATION : If you wish to be registered as a
resident of Waterville and have not yet done so,
You may register on Election Day.

Rep.
Dem.

n

Dem.

Rid es t o
P olls

Any Questions? Call the Offic e of Voter Registration:
$72-5321
mm <_» aj* vK 9 F^ ~~ *ia
___ W %^ \" , ^_rv^w___________B«--
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The J itney will be stopp ing at the J r. High School,
Nov. 2, Election Day. It will be making runs fro m
Colby at
2:30
3:30
4:30
,
7:3 0
8:30
9:30
Pick up points are Roberts , New Dorms and
Coburn.
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FOR SHERIFF

? BAZINET , LEO , HSllowell
? NASON , TOBY F., Waterville

BaaHBm ^^ n ^

Rep.
Dem.

SPECIMEN BALLOT

......V......

(continued f r om previous pa g e)
The Democrats are also in favor of implementing
a new Health Insurance policy. It roug hly stipulates
that r/o American , reg ardl ess of age, sh ould go broke
in meeting h ospital bills in the event of catastrop hic
(long-term) illnesses ; the par ty establishes the limit
at $5 00 per/ year. The Republicans have about the
same ceiling price but their policy is limit ed to
onl y aged pe ople. O bviousl y, th e latter is not a very
equ itable type of policy.
If given the opportunity, the major democratic
changes will definitel y concern the field of taxation ,
becau se it is time we hav e a fairer taxatio n system .
We all know that the big companies and the very
rich hav e been pay ing a minimum of ta xes thanks
to the many loop holes and tax-evading mechanism s
that many lawyers know of. Clearl y, it is no t fair th at
most of the money to run this countr y is being sub- .
sidized by the middle class people who are finding .
it harder and harder to make ends meet, This absurdity
simp l y cann ot be tolerated any longer. . .
The bi g fiascos , mistakes and blunders of the.
last two republ ican administrations are all too clear
in peop les ,minds and cannot be obl iterated with ou t
leaving traces. Many Americans have alread y decided
tha t they are willing to try anything else besides •
the Repu blican ticket since they -will not be able
to withstand the pain and anguish that another ,
four years of . Republican ad ministration migh t bring
. .
to this country ,
The time has now come to decide a crucial turning
poin t in the U.S. history . The people of this nation
will be deciding whe ther they,; can tolerate the stagnant , unimag ina tive and conservative policies of
¦
the pre sent administra tion , or whether th ey can •¦ • •
afford t o g ive a' chance to the capable man from
Geor gia who has shown all the -willingness to change
the . pres ent;.qhftojuwid afcswdlitics, in this great nation.
He .will brin g.Amer J ca 's prestige and irnage whwe ,
it must be in order to be an examp le to the free
world ancj in so dojing will restor e the confidence , ,
trust , and wjll ingness of^inejicans .tp, vyork for , . , ../ ¦
a better Arqcri cQt| Soon this qu ^tion will be fettledL
once artfl for all,;; „,,, „. ¦, .y ;;„ ,i • . . .,; , .,.,; ,, ... . • , ; , . ,. •,

Those in favor of any, or all , of the following referendum question and proposed constitutional amendments will
place a cross J X) or a check mark \) S ) in each , or any, of the squares marked "YES" at the left of the question , or questions, for which they desire to vote? those opposed will place a cross (X) or a check mark (iS) in the opposite square
or squares mar ked "NO. "

YES

NO

REFERENDUM QUESTION
"Shall section 16 of "AN ACT to Improve Solid Waste Management ," w hich
section requires a minimum 5C deposit on all . ret urnable beverage containers ,
as passed by the First Special Session of the 107th Legislature, become law?"

?

YES

NO

YES

"Shall the Constitution be amended its proposed by a resolution of the Legislature
to allow the Gove rnor ten days to act on legislation?"

NO

I

PROPOSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 2

I

• ¦

YES

I

PROPOSED CON STITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 1

1—1

"

"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of the LegLs- '"lature to allow judges.w hose terms of office exp ire or who reach mandatory ,
retirement age lo conti nue lo hold office for up to 6 months until their successors
j tre-appointed?"
¦

'

NO

I

¦

•

¦

/

,

.
.

.

PROP OSED CONSTITUTIONAL AMEN DM ENT NO. 3

• I

¦
"Shall the Constitution be amended as proposed by a resolution of 'th e Lejj- . Y
islnturc to increase the bonding limit on Maine veterans ' mortgage loans fro m •
S2.0( X) .(HX> to S4,0 .)(),.)()_ unci to decrease tlip bonding limit of the Maine School
l-uildirig Authority from S25,()00,()()() to $IO ,000.(XX)7"

I

I-

YE S .

NO

PROPOSED CO NSTITUTIONAL AMENDMENT NO. 4
'

_--a_ ^v-_l

''Shall the Constituti o n he amended as proposed by a resolution of the Leg- ' '
. islnturc to prohibit Stay; bonding of current expenditur es and assure revenues
for bond service?"
.44#> .

L-_--_-H_J

'

YES

,

NO

•

.

V

.

PROPOSED CHARTER AMENDMENT
Vi^hall the munici pality appro ve .a chapter

1
for nomination ;to municipal dffice¦ by' petition?" ¦ ¦
,
:
¦
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S t u d i es

St ory

-Bill Yoder
Oct. 16 was the first payday of the semester
for student employees. It is the judgement of the
Financial Aid Committee that all campus jobs are
to be assigned by the Financial Aid Office. I was
curious about the job assignment system, and about
the payscale, so I met with Gary Weaver of that
Office.
Weaver sees campus employment as a service
provided by the college to needy stu dents and sees
his obligations as threefold, "to the administration:
gr to find jobs for needy students; to the students:
to find them these jobs ; and to the employers: to
find them good and adequate employees."
Last spring 290 of the 358 students who qualified
for financial aid requested campus jobs for this
fall. In June , the financial aid office assigned 320
jobs, including one to each of these needy students.
Specific assignments were made on the basis of
_ . individual preferences, but within guidelines set
by class seniority and alphabetical order. This left
only 30 j obs to be filled by non-aid students. These
assignments were made on the basis of past experience,
special skills, and departmental requests for individual
students.
As jobs open, Weaver fills them "on a first come first serve basis from a list of non-aid students
desiring work. Unemployment is a reality for
many Colby students who don't qualify for financial
aid. The waiting list for campus jobs is four pages
long.
Campus jobs are funded equally by Colby and
by an annua.' grant from the Federal Work Study
™ Program. In order to satisfy federal accounting
requirements, 180 students have been designated
as "work-study" students, and their salaries are
paid primarily from the federally provided m<ney.
The federal funds are thus visibly used to provide
jobs for needy students. The distinction is purely
administrative, and the only distiction between
"work-study" and other student employees is the
checking account that they are officially paid from.
^
Student's jobs average seven hours per week, and
pay $2.10/hour. Colby, as a nonprofit institution,
is only legally required to pay students 85% of the
federal minimum wage. In 1976 the federal minimum
is $2.20/hour and on Jan . 1, 1977 it is to increase
to $2.30/hour. Colby could legally pay as little
as $1.87/hour now and $1.96/hour in 1977. Last
school year, campus jobs payed $1.90mour.
Treasurer Dane Cox pointe d out that student
jobs are now closer to the federal minimum than
ever before, and noted that the problem dissolves
to that of providing the m ost possible jobs within
a limited budget In order to increase the wage,
it might be neccessary to decrease the number of
hoursof work available. Gary Weaver expressed
his
that the $2.10 wage was fu rther justified
by feeling
he
t flexibility and convenience of working on
^
campus for an employer who understands the unique
. problems that stu dents have,
Not surprisingly, the greatest single employer
of Colby students is the food service. Behind
Seller's, the job assignment of second highest frequency is in Miller Library. The third greatest single
employer of students is the Student Association.
The mail room , Robert's Desk and all Student
A ctivities come under this umbrella.
In addition to serving as personnel director for
the 38 campus employers on Gary Weaver's list,
the Finan cial Aid office publicizes off campus j obs
that might be available to students. Off campus
jobs, however, are out of Weaver's jurisdicti on, Ob* v
Hviously he cannot assign these, nor can he assign
people to such independent businesses as Robbie's
Pub, The Spa, or Nightcrawlers. These ore autonomous
butineiaes and choose their own person nel

-Nick Mencher

The Center for Coordinated Studies was formed
seven years ago in an effort to provide Colby Students
with the opportunity to, "break down the walls
between life and learning." To achieve this tlie Center
provides seminars for any interested student that
focus on the interrelationship of two or more
separate courses. ¦This interrelationship is currently
represented by the Center's seminar offerings ot
five programs, the Western Heritage Seminar, East
Asian Studies, American Literature and Politics,
A French Program, arid the Mind, Body, and Behavior
seminar.
Prospective freshmen who sign up to live in the
center are grouped together with other freshmen
enrolled in the same courses on floors in Foss-Woodman
The advantage of this, according to Mr. Koonce,
E
Ansel Grindall, head o f B &G.
a faculty associate to the Center, is that the freshman
who lives near his classmates develops socially and
!i _i _p im'w_ i '*'_i _i _i _i -i _i_ ni 'w _i _» - »ii n »-ii-P-i _» qg 'WW E_
intellectually faster than his fellow freshman elsewhere
on campus because the social tension that exists for
the first few weeks of classes is eliminated by the
social contact that occurs on the dorm floor.
While Mr. Koonce admitted that one is not about
i\VAl I » • V/_.»_._-._«*W -V
to be overwhelmed by students discoursing on Plato
in the hails, the reinforcement of social contact of
Praise for Colby 's Buildings and Grounds is about
classmates helps to further the retention of class
as chic as declaring that Colby's first priority should
related knowledge. Although it is not required that
not be gynecology; but B & G superintendent Ansel
freshmen who are involved in the center seminars
Grindall accepts the criticism with a wry, friendly
live in the center, Koonce pointed out that most do.
grin.
Koonce feels that the Center is currently suffering
"We get along fine with the students, " he said
from
a lack of staff members. Although the faculty
with obvious affection. After 30 years at Colby, he
and student body of the center submitted a request
knows he runs a pretty good organization, partially
to the Educational Policy Committee a few years ago
because he is sensitive to student needs.
for the appointment of Faculty Fellows, who would
B & G employs about 85 full time workers, including
teach one course in their department and devote
maids, and janitors, tradesmen (carpenters, painters,
the rest of a "full teaching load" to the center,
plumbers), and an outside crew. Stanley Palmer,
^
none as of yet have been appointed.
plant engineer, and Ansel Grindall, superintendent
All the teachers currently involved in teaching
. plants and grounds, constitute the B & G brass.
Center seminars are donating their time apart from
The organization is finally accountable to Vice
their departmental duties. Koonce believes that
President Pullen in Eustis.
as the pressure for receiving tenure becomes greater,
Few students probably realize the extent of B & G's
due to the increased competition in the teacher's job
responsibilities, since the most common encounter
market, the faculty members who can spare the time
with the division comes in the form of p arking tickets.
to work a.t the center will decrease. He went on to
Besides parking, it is responsible for complete mainstress that the increasing emphasis on faculty pubtenance of all "buildings and grounds," from light
lications as a qualification for tenure will further
bulbs to major renovation and from lawn care to snow
decrease those non-tenured faculty members •who
making on the Colby ski slope. "With some 40 buildings and
can spare time to teach at the Center. According
hundreds of acres of land, it is no small task. Anyone
to Mr. Koonce: "It's amazing the center is surviving
is free to contact B & G with maintenance requests,
under
the present conditions."
weeks.
backlog
time
is
two
and the normal
Currendy, B & G is "Buttoning up for bad weather",
According to a stud y of the Center conducted
but have several major projects planned. First, they
last year and recently released under the heading of
must put up the remainingthree or fou r bulletin
The McArthu r Report, the center is a worthwhile
boards which have popped up around campus. These
venture and should receive the support of the implewere requested last year by Stu-A to facilitate communi
mentation of the Faculty Fellows requested by the
cation of notices and to liberate doors from the
Center students and faculty.
continued onslaught of thumbtacks. Their next major
E . Parker Johnson, the director of the Center for
project will be repairing die sidewalks stretching from
Coordinated Studies, believes that part of the problem
is that the administration is, "benign in regard to the
Roberts Union along ftat row.
B & G is working on a long-term time schedule to
center, but they have no plans for us. The administraput light posts around campus; the effort is picked up
tion has difficulty making things happen, they like
when time permits. Construction of the Life Science
to make things happen on their own." President
building has interefered with their efforts to illuminate
Strider, he pointed out, thinks of the center as a
fraternity row (and thus presumably make it safe
place from which new ideas useful to the college
arise, such as the Human Development and Western
for night travel), but the cement holes should boast
erect posts before spring, according to G rendall.
Civilization majors and the Center Experimental
College. President Strider, h owever, doesn't want
No one denies that B & G's timing often leaves
to "steer the Center in any particular direction."
something to be desired, but their schedule is tight
While Mr. Johnson finds this attitude helpful,
an d their work day begins early, much to the discomfort
of light sleepers. And sometimes there are simply
he also points out that the appointmen t of die
Faculty Fellows requested would have been a way for
mistak es, as when , two years back, the painting crews
the president to "signal his enthusiasm for the Ceriter."
invaded the Pit during exam week.
As for parking regulations, "students don't give
us trouble," said Grendall, though "certain other
students and faculty are urged to take advantage of
groups do. " He has appealed to the offenders to park
this space.
in designated and available lots - "if the students
So while the snow crew is not likely to break tracan walk fou r minutes to class. . .there should not be
dition this winter by not removing sidewalk ice until
a dou ble st andard , " The Mary Low parking lot has
the day before the next big snow, B &G is alive an d
been expanded to accomodate mother 100 can and
well and still muddlingthrough life on Mayflower Hill

B&G

FOOTBALL
—Russ Lodi
In a game where everyone from Bangor to New
Haven predicted Colby would be humiliated, the
Mules went out and earned themselves some respect,
dashing Trinity's undefeated football team, 21-14,
Saturday in Hartford.
The anticipated mismatch never materialized
because Colby kicked its habit of giving football
games away. Instead they played tough, opportunistic football, scoring when they had the field
position and defending as if the Grand Canyon were
behind them. Confronte d with this style, Trinity
surprisingly was forced to play catch-up football
and ultimately succumbed to the determined Mules.
"It was a great game " said Q..B. Steve Plomaritis.
"We'd score a touchdown and they'd come back
with one. That put pressure on us to score again."
Indeed, that was the nature of the ballgame.
Freshman running back Joe Ciota setup Colby 's
first score as he rambled 57 y ds. to the Trinity 19The Mules eventually gave up the ball on downs but
the defense held and Trinity presented the ball back
to Colby. Taking possession on the Trinity 38, a
3rd down 21 yd. pass from Plomaritis to Cassidy and
a pass interference call against Trinity in the end zone gav(
Gerry Teevan the opportunity to score from the yard out.
Plomaritis kicked the extr a point and the Mules had
a quick 7-0 lead.
Trinity spent the rest of the first half trying to
score against the Mule defense. Depending on draws,
screens, and short pass patterns, Trinity, in the
early stages of the second quarter, moved from their
own 20 to the Colby 9. Here, the defense halted
the drive and Trinity 's4th down field goal attempt
was wide right. Colby couldn't move the ball from
their own 20 and a poor punt gave Trinity the ball
on the Colby 30. Mixing pass with the run, Trinity
moved to the Colby goal line where Q.B. Mike
Gillespie snuck over from a yard out. The extra
point was good and the half ended in a 7-7 deadlock.
Taking the ball after a short punt early in the third
quarter, Colby was again able to take the lead. On
the strength of two Plomaritis passes — a 17 yarder
to Mark Higgins and a 16 yarder to Chris Weber Colby moved to the Trinity 9. Two consecutive
losses then gave Colby a third and goal from the
Trinity's 21. Plomaritis faked a handoff and faded
back to his left to pass. Given ample time to throw,
he pump fake d a sideline pass to Higgins, the defender
moved up, and Higgins ran by him down the sidelines
where Plomaritis hit him all alone for the tou chdown.
The extra pt. was good and Colby led 14-7.
Similar to the second qu arter, Trunty again
embarked on a long drive toward the Colby goal
line. Gaining most of their yardage via the pass,
Trinity moved the ball from their own 20 to the Colby
3. However, Len Saulter brought this drive and the
third quarter to an end by pouncing on a Trinity
fumble, Colby taking possession on the 4 yard line.

UPSETS UNDEFEATED
TRINITY
With a quarter to go, Colby could not move the
ball out of its own territory. A penalty against
Colby on the fourth down punting play enabled
Trinity to take the ball on the Mule 37. Moving
methodically downfield , Trinity got the ball to the
Colby 3. After losing yardage on first down, Q.B.
Bill Foye hit flanker Dick Liner slanting across the
middle with a ten yard touchdown pass. The successful extra point knotted the score at 14 with about ten
minutes'fo play.
The middle part of the final quarter was a punting
duel. After each team exchanged kicks, Colby
punter Tom Whittier got off an excellent punt and
tackle Steve Cummings made a husding, shoestring
tackle, forcing trinity to take the ball on their own
12. Two running plays were stopped by Jans and Price
respectively and when the third down pass completion
created a 4th and less than a yard situation , Trinity,
intimidated by both its poor field position and Colby's
superb defense against the run , elected to punt.
The game was decided in this series of plays. The
wobbly Trinity punt was fielded on the dead run ,
in traffic by George Dolan . He burst straight up field
and almost broke it all the way, only to be tripped up
at the Trinity 32, The fact that he elected to field
the ball, instead of playing it safe and letting the
ball roll, put Colby in great position to score.
On first down, Plomaritis just overthrew Reid
Cassidy cutting toward the goal post. After an ineffectual halfback pass, Plomaritis, on third down, duplicated
his third quarter touchdown pass, pump faking and
then hitting his uncovered end , in this instance, Reid
Cassidy with a 3 2 yd. touchdown pass. Colby's decision
to go for the quick score was justified by Coach
McGee "We were running out of time, we weren't
gaining anything on the ground , and Trinity was
playing our receiver tight , shutting off the short
passes. Given this situation, Colby took what was
offered , scored, and with about four minutes left,
commanded a 21-14 lead.
Trinity was not through, however, or for that
matter, either was the Colby defense , Taking the
ball on their own 28, Trinity made a bee-line for
the end-zone. Using the short passes that had worked
all day, they moved with under two minutes left,
to a first down at the Colby 11. The first down pass
was incomplete. On second down, seemingly the whole
Colby defense led by Saulter, tracked down the
Trinity runner for no gain. On third down, the Trinity
receiver dropped a pass that could've been a touchdown
The fourth down pass was comp lete but short of a
first down , Colby took over and the game was theirs.
"Our defense had a superb ball game" said Coach
McGee. "They bent at times but never broke." During
the course of the afternoon , it seemed that it was
onl y a matter of time before Trinity would break
loose and score at ease. The Colby defense, however,
was content in giving up the short gains - the screens,

Golden Helmet Avoara winner Len sauiier
(photo by J ohn Blazejewski)
*• *• *• * * *
•* * * *
¦ * *¦ • * * . *' "* .*

'
* Len Saulter, co-captain of Colby College's football *
+
* team, has been named by the New England Sports
? Writers' Association to receive this week's Golden
+
? 'Helmet Award for outstanding play against Trinity
*
College.
*
*
* A 20 5 pound , six foot defensive end, Saulter ". ».*> *
? •
?
received the honor personally at a luncheon in Boston
on Tuesday.
.
Completing his senior year, Saulter was cited for
w 14 tackles and three quarterback sacks in Saturday 's 21
^
to -14 upset of undefeated Trinity.
^
^ Colby football coach Dick McGee, noting that
*
Saulter has been playing exceptionally all season, has «
^ called him "one of New England' s best defensive
«
+
layers."
^p
*
¦

*

,
_ .

the short pattern -just so long as they didn't give
up the big plays that hurt them against Hamilton last
week. As a result Trinity spent a lot of game time
moving the ball but when it came down to scoring,
the Colby defense grudgingly gave up the points.Spectacular individual efforts by Nick J ans, Len Saulter ,
George Dolan and Hank Newman prolonged Trinity drives
and prevented the home team from ever having the
opportunity to score quick touchdowns and drastically
change the momentum of the ball game. Combine this
with an offense that converted opportunities into
points, committed no turnovers, and adjusted tactics
when things weren't w orking and you have a 21-14
upset over the top ranked small college team in New
England.
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, left, and
Halfback Bill Grvberboots the ball upfield as Bob Kwiatkowski
(photo by J ohn Devine)
Peter Simpson,center, lo ok on.

Htght wing Russ Brewer is right on top of the ball during Saturday 's actio n against NEC.
(photo by J ohn Devine)

BOOTERS LOSE IN D O U B L E OT 1-0
-Brooks Range
The Mule Soccer team dropped its ninth game of
the year yesterday to a strong UMPG squad 1-0 in
double overtime. This marathon contest was played
in the bitter cold which chilled both players and
fans to the bone.
The Colby team continued its habit of playing
well against good opponents, but once again, not quite
well enough to win. The Portland/Gorham team was 9
entering thexontest,- and had defeated its previous
two opponents by the combined score of 12-0. In
light of these statistics, the Mules did will to hold the
Huskies scoreless until thirty seconds into the second
overtime.
The first half was dominated by UMPG, as they
exhibited a deft passing and dribbling game. The
visitors were well drilled in basic skills and used a
short passing attack to control the field of play.
T!._ Huskies had several golden opportunities to
score during the opening stanza, but clutch play by
goalie Jeff Sanderson and fullbacks Jon Hickok and
Peter Simpson kept them off the board.
In one sequence, Sanderson made a diving deflection
of a hard PoGo drive, then recovered in time to just
tip a looping shot over the crossbar. Minutes later,
Hickock was in the right place st the right time, as
he kicked out a shot which had gotten past the fallen
Sanderson.
Although they could not sustain any offense,
the Mules did come very close to scoring twice,
during the first half. Left wing Mark Dalton had
a breakaway but the PoG o goalie, a transfer from
Colby, made a brilliant stop of his own, during to
his left to deflect Dalton's shot. Right wing Chris
Mellon then had an open shot on the rebound , but
drove the ball over the top of the goal.
'

r

'

Colby came out in the second half a fired up and
m ore offensive minded ball club. The halfbac ks
no longer dropped cack into a totally defensive set
up, but instead surged forward with better coordinated passing. By moving to the ball more quickly
and cutting off passing lanes, the hooters were able
to disrupt the patterned PoGo attack.
Steady pressure by the Mules resulted in several more
near scores. Two Doug Giron breakaways were
stifled by fine saves on the part of the UMPG goalkeeper
Also, a head ball by Chris Mellon was just wide of
the mark, as he attempted to convert a cormer kick.
At the other end of the field, standout play by
fullbacks Hickok, Simpson, and Chip Childs was
the major factor in frustration the visitors' scoring
attempts.
At the end of regulation time, neither team had
been able to score and the teams entered the first of
two possible ten minu te overtime periods. The first
was highlighted by an apparent PoGo goal off a
comer kick that was called back due to a charging
call on the visitors' center forward, As goalie Sanderson went up for the save the UMPG striker moved
in underneath him, knocking both Jeff and the ball
into the net. The referee ruled this a charge and the
goal was disallowed.
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W EEK
SPORTS

Oct 29 Womens Field Hockey at
state tou rney
Oct 30 Varsity Football vs. Bates 1:30
Varstiy Soccer vs. MIT -2500
Nov. 1 < Cross Country at Easterns
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AUDIO DEPT.

* .lm Plaza , Vaterville
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THE VILLAGE BARBERS

JHAIRCUTTING

AND SEE OUR

ABOUT SPECIAL COLLEGE
DIS.COUtfTS COMING SOON

Well that 's one way to protect the ball..,..

\

DO DROP IN

. DON'T FORGET TO ASK US

With both teams tiring from the cold and the
long contest the second overtime started. Within
thirty seconds the flashy PoGo centerhalf , dribbled
down the field and passed off to the UMPG center
forward John Sylva. As Sylva took the ball fullback
Chip Childs, who was covering him, fell while trying
to cut on the slippery turf. Sylva moved past Childs
and fired a hard shot by the diving Sanderson for the
game's only score. Colby made a valiant attempt
to tie the score but could not do so before time
ran out.
.
The Mules were outshot by the Huskies during
Goalthe game, recording 16 shots to UMPG' s 26.
,
keeper J eff Sanderson turned in a stellar performance
making 16 saves in the process.
On Saturday, Colby lost to New England College
by the score of 2-0. Colby hosts MIT on Saturday
in thpir last home appearance of the year.
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Field

N ESC AC
SM VTI
and the L a s t H u r r a h
Last Wednesday the Colby Cross-Country travelled
to the Southern Maine Vocational Technical Institue
for their last dual meet of the year. The Mules had
defeated the Techies earlier in what was the opening meet
for both teams. THIS then would show the harriers
how far they 've come this season.
As with alm ost every other meet this year, the
weather was wet and cold. Still, as Dan Ossoff noted,
"Th at 's O.K. 'cause we 're good mudders. " (Brian
Hoffm an and other handicappers, take note.) And good
they were. The guys in blue totally outclassed and
destroyed the SMVTIers. The th ree freshmen, Tim
Bernard, Dan Ossoff, and "Roger* Bees ran the race
as a fast workout. After an opening mile of pack running
the trio decided to tak e m atters into their own hands
(or feet, if you will). They just moved slowly, but
inexorably away from the pack talking all the time
(or a bit anyway) about girls, sports, the weather,
this article, and all kinds of groovy things. All three
crossed the finish line at once in 27:06. They were later
followed by Dave (the Rave) Peckham and Aaron
Lebenger. The fact that Colby put five runners ahead
of the SMVTI team constituted a shutout. The rout
probably would have been more complete had Captain
Ken Colton not been absent from the meet. The other
harriers also did well. Willie "Smokin." Hamm and
Kevin (No craps, just seven") Fahey finished ahead
of the oppositions fourth man.
The remaining Colbyite, Dan Bradford , probabl y
ran the best race of anyone all day as he traversed the
6.5 mile course. Trouble was the course was only 5.1 miles.
While everyone made a right at the Shell station,
Danny made a left at the Gulf station. This is in no
way meant to be a putdown of Dan. This sort of thing
happens often. That 's one of the charms of the sport.
Unfortunately things were not so wonderful
for the Skip Pendletons (We're all Skip Pendleton)
last Saturday at Williams for the New England Small College
Athletic Conference meet. Eleven teams were entered
and although no team score was kept the roughtrodders
did not fare well. Nonetheless there were some bright
spots. The freshmen three ran their consistently
good race and Kevin Fahey, still recovering from an
injury, had his best race to date . He probably would have
fared better had he not run a biathon. (When later
qu eried, he said, "The mudpuddle just reached out
and grabbed me.)
Bates showed it was the class of New England by
taking the first nine p laces excep t for second , seventh
and. eighth. These p laces were stolen from Bates by
respectively George Gahsaris of "Williams, Doug
Maffucci of Tufts, and Jon Schmeyer of Hamilton.
Schmeyer , who p laced second last year was the prerace favorite as befits his AU-American status, but
w a s hobbled by a burs t bloo d v essle in his ankl e, as
York Mara
well perhaps that he was going to run in the New
thon the next day. The r ace was wo n by Opareski
wh o bes ted the fiel d by seventeen seconds.

<j>®_^^

The season is now over for the harriers, and whether it
¦
-?__ _- ._? 9J n?. the following will be reflections which
you can read gentle reader, or stop and use this
paper to wrap fish in. The first aspect that comes
to mind is the youth of this team. Of twelve TEAM
members, five are freshman, including Ossoff , Bernard,
and Jonathon Bees who were consistently the teams'
top three. They should be given a lot of credit for
maturing quickly at the new distance, although their
inexperience showed early in the year. Add an
uninjured .Fahey and late arrival Bradford and the team
should be tough next year. Other late arrivals who should
make significant contributions are Tim Sopel, and
Mike Tracy, if he can come back from injuries. (Know)
you can do it Space. Go to the well and bring something back for nie!) Another late arrival to the team was
Fast-improving Willie Hamm. And then there is our
secret weapon, Skip ("Hi. . .") Pendleton. Skip after a
hard summer of running came "into camp " in the
best shape of anyone on the team. He probably would
have been one of , if not the, top Colby runner had
he not sustained a serious injury just at the end of the
preseason that kept him from competition all year.
With a little hard work, few injuries, and just a couple
of more stu ds the Colby harriers could be tough for
years to come.
If they are a lot of credit should also go to softspoken coach Alex Schulten. Cross-country is not
a rah-rah sport and neither is the coach. As a man of
few words, he is very effective when he does talk.
(Ask a harrier about the locker room after the Bowdoin mee
He's tough and he's good and brought a team with
only two lunners who had previous experience
to respectability. Although the team 's final record
was only 5 and 10, they were a competitive respected opponent And the best Colby team in years.
There is one sad ironic note to this. Those two runners with experience had their eligibility run out this
season. Dave Peckham and Ken Colton are going
away. It really is sad because these guys were the heart of
Colby cross-country the last few years when there
wasn 't enough talent around to produce a winner.
Now that the light really is at the end of the tunnel
they can 't b ask in it. Although it is a somewhat private sport with intangible rewards (as have all aports)
it is always nice to get som e ink or compliment
besides, "Jesus .what a dumb jerk. How can he run
so far? He 's crazy. How can it be any fun?" So if
you see Ken or Dave and have secretly admired them
f or t heir lonely pursui t, or just want to let them know
y ou appr eciate what they tried to do for the s chool ,
or just want to be a good person, tell 'em they did
a good job. It's always t ougher when you 're losing
or have no tangible rewards. They have the bittersweet
memory of having fought the good fight and even
if they lost they won for t ry ing. So tell 'em you care.
It'll make their day and probabl y make yours.
An d jus -t wait till next year.
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—Susie Gernert
Lee Johnson was the name of the game on Saturday
if you want to call it a game. Nasson hosted Colby
on what was affectionately called their backyard,.
a seventy yard fiel d on a slight incline. For Nasson it
was j ^ist another loss, but for Colby it was their second
consecutive win and their third victory of the season.
Unfortunately the level of play was not quite up
to the caliber Colby was used to and the game was
remarked to have been insulting if not pointless.
Nonetheless Lee Johnson reigned with two goals
giving Col by the winning score of 2-0.
It was offensive hockey from start to finish. The .
forward line had plenty of action. Colby rallied a
number of times during the first half successfully
completing passes and dodges to avoid the Nasson
defense, but it still had problems at the goal.
Inners Tammy Cudahy and Nancy Greene continually made shots on goal which Nasson managed to
stifle. Drives from the top of the circle by Hillary
Jones and Carol White were stopped and none of its
corners produced goals. Finally at the end of the first
half Colby was awarded a penalty shot because
Nasson had advanced the ball after receiving a warning
Center forward Lee Johnson was chosen to take
the shot. Both teams lined the 2 5 yard line while
Lee .calculated her move. Using her powerful flick Lee ;
sent the ball past the Nasson goalie giving Colby
a halftime score of 1-0.
The second half was similar to the firsrih that
Colby was clearly in control, gaining the advantage
due to Nasson's mistakes. Twenty minutes into the
second half Colby was awarded another penalty shot.
Again Lee Johnson was selected only this time Nasson
thwarted the goal. Y ' ¦"?'• ' -\ YY-v y^ ' Y- /V-, ; ;
Play resmmed at the top of the circle and remained
on the Colby half for the rest of the game due to
the defensive efforts of fullbacks Debbie Perkins
and Helen Richmond.
As the game was drawing t o a close Colby ma de
a final attempt to score. Center half Hillary Jones
took a hard drive from outside of the circle which
Lee Johnson deflected in for the goal which gave Colby
the winning score of 2-0.
After a two day rest the Colby hock ey team returne d
on Mond ay for a home game agains t the Universi t y
of Maine at Farmington. UMF won their second
confr on tation wi th Colb y this season in a frus trating
game.
It was a dismal game for hockey — hard , wet
fiel d and cold wea ther , bu t the varsity squad relentlessl y tried to defeat UMF. It was a team effort as
both the offense and defense held UMF to a 2-0 win.
From app earances it looked as if Colb y might win.
In a scoreles s firs t half Colby 's forward line worked
together to bring the ball with in scoring range. Wings
Polly Geilfus and Blair Washburn did plen ty of
dribbling and centering while inners Betsy Shillito
and Carol Doherty and center forward Lee Johnson
worked to score. UMF's defense was just too tough.
Their scoops and flicks effectively cleared the ball to
their offense which in turn challenged Colby 's defense.
Halfbac ks Carol Sly, Hillary Jones and Debbie
Perkins succ essfull y con t ained the UMF offense
as did fullbacks Helen Richmond and Jan Morris
un til the second half. The first score of the game came
when UMF passed be tween one ano ther to bring it into
the striking circle. When Terry Greaves gained possesion
of the ball she drove it beyond the Colby defense
and goalie.
UMF's second goal came just before the game
cndecl on a scoop shot by Marly Friberg. Thu s Colby
los t t heir final game of the season.
So after twelve games Colby finished wit h a season
record of 3-8-1 which doesn 't begin to indica te the
time and effort placed in to the games, nor the spiri t
and dedica t ion of the players and coach , This weekend
Colby travels to the state tournament at Bowdoin
as the number seven seed facing University of Maine
at Orono in the first round.

3

Bams

C lar k
-Evan Katz

Colby 's Blair Washburn and J anet Morris battle for the
(p hoto by Susie Gernert)
ball against UMF.

Fullback Helen Richmond moves in on a Nasson forward .
(photo by Susie Gernert)
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This Week's Scores
KDR 21 DU 7
TDP 23 K LCA-A 7
Bang Gang 29 Granite Gloves 0
TDP 16 KDR 14
DU 3 2 Zete 18
Zete 14 TDP 12
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Last week's Scores
ATO 2 DKE 1
TDP 1 DKE 0
Space Kadets 3 Coburn 1
Internals 4 tyt 2
Internals 3 Coburn 0
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Football
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1 J
2 2
3 1
3 2
5 0
10 0

Perhaps one of the most pleasant aspects of sports
is the unexpected victory - the upset - at least for
the victors. Last Saturday Colby beat Trinity, in
Hartford, 21-14. Not only was Trinity the only unbeaten football team in New England, but they were
ranked 5th in last week's ECAC Division III poll.
Waterville sportswriters had predicted sound defeats
for the Mules by scores of 33-13 and 27-6.
However, one must remember, to repeat an old
cliche, that games are won on the field , not on paper.
The Mules, after committing 25 turnovers in their
first four games did not fumble and were not intercepted at Trinity. The Bantam's offense , despite
piling up 330 yards, was stopped at key moments
by Colby. A Plomaritis to Cassidy touchdo wn connection in the last fou r minutes, to break a 14-14 tie,
followed by a brilliant goal line stand that prevented
Trinity from scoring in a first and goal situatdonfrom the
six cu lminated the afternoon's upset
On Saturday Colby hosts Bates (2-4) who beat
Worcester Poly tech 30-28 last week. In the three
games previous to that Bates scored a total of three
point s against Amherst, Trinity, and Hamilton. The
Bobcats also beat Union 42-19 and lost to St. Lawrence 3 7-13.
The World Series has been over for a week. It has
been noted by many in the media that the 1976
Series will probably not be rememberedbecause it was
a dull affair, at least when compared to the past
ten October showdowns.Starting with the 1966
meeting between the Orioles and the Dodgers every
Series has been highlighted with outstanding catches,
controversial plays, Herculian efforts by obscure
players, and exciting games.
Then came the 1976 Series. The New York Yankees,
were appearing for the first time in twelve years,
with a well rounded squad that was easily superior to
every American League team except possibly the Royals
who they beat in the dramatic fifth game of the
playoffs.
The Cincinnati Reds walked all over the Phillies
in the playoffs to raise additional questions as to
whether the N ational League champs were really
bionic. Withou t a dou bt the Reds were one of the
best teams of the past fifteen years.

ROUNDUP

Soccer

j

A classic confrontation. The Yankees, reviving the
spirit of the Yankee past, challenging the Reds, a
team that had averaged 97 victories a season for the
past seven years.
The rest is history. The Reds outclassed the Yankees
plain and simple. If any emotions arise from those
•who witnessed the four games the feelings are probably
those of sympathy for the Yankees and their fans.
The Bronx Bombers did not bomb anyone. Under
either the pressure of the Reds, the World Series
or both , the Yankees faltered. In fact, by folding
so successfully rumors have been started that several
Yankees will hold origami clinics across the nation
during the offseason.
Meanwhile, the Boston Celtics made the best
out of a bad situation by exiling Paul Silas to place
called Denver that has a basketball team called the
Nuggets and a hockey team called the Rockies.
Fortunately the front office sandwiched the acqu isitions of Sidney Wicks and Curtis Rowe around
the departure of Silas. The Celtics may now have
the best team (that 's T-E-A-M) in the league despite
the fact that Philadelphia purchased Dr. J from the
New York Nets. One must wonder whether the 76ers
will need to p lay with two basketballs to give Messrs.
McGinnis, and Carter a chance to put the ball in the hoop
Of course it will take until mid-season before the
six principles, Cowens, Rowe, Wicks, Havlicek, White,
and Scott, and the bench can realize their potential.
Rowe and Wicks are not strangers to the Celtics'
success formula which states that a championship
team is composed of a highly integrated group of
players that work well together and complement
each other. The two newest Celtics played under a similar
system at UCLA.
The varsity Soccer team, having offensive problems
were beaten 2-0 last weekend by New England College.
The Mules have been shutout four times and have
scored just seven goals in their first nine games.
Leading scorers are Doug Giron with 3 goals and 2
assists and Bob Slutz with 2 scores and an assist.
The final home soccer game of the year is this Saturday at 2PM against MIT'
And the winter sports season is fast approaching
Official practice begins this Monday for the basketball and hockey teams.
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R & R AUTO PARTS , INC
Kennedy Memorial Drive
Oakland ,Mnin©

AUTO PARTS , PAINTS- & M.RINE SUPPLIES
A SK .BOUT OUR FREE CHAMPION
SPARK PLUS.
COLBY COLLEGE DISCOUNTS

Happy Hour s

J

Every Mon. -Fri.
drinks & drafts %price

j
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Restauran t open ]
3-4 PM
6EM-2AM
Mon .-Fri.
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WHEin EXPERIENCE COUNTS
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THE B SV":_RAGS
VARSHOUa F .
Burger King Road
Canada Dry Ginger Ale 2/$. 79
Barrel Head Root Beer 2/$. 79
Ice Cu bes & Blocks $.85
Canada Dry Cans $1.15/6 pk. or $4.39/case
Wc deliver kegs
Fri. & Sat. ni ghts 8-12, no charge
beer wine soda chips and cheese
2 1itcr Canda Dry $.75
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B ix l e r - The M e t a p hy s i c a n
—John Dwyer
It can hardly be denied that the social and academic
atmosphere to today's college campus is particularly
suited to a preponderance 6f-morbid thought. It
reflects inward and sees itself as an insignificant member
of a kaliedoscopic society. It feels as though it is
being suffocated by a plethora of technocratic redtape. It becom es fru strated — life appears as noth ing
more than a series of concessions whereby it forsakes
its aspirations and settles for "quiet desperation."
According to Dr. J. Seelye Bixler, Colby President
Emeritus, these might be considered some of the
symptoms of the "disease of fragmentation."
In an address last Thursday, honoring 56 Dana
and Bixler Scholars, Bixler spoke on the topic of
"The Metaphysician as Ph ysician." (This title is the
reverse of a speech made to the Maine Medical Association concerning medical ethics which was entitled
"The Physician as Metaphysician. ")
At the beginning of his speech , Bixler m ade clear
his theme that as a doctor is responsible for curing
physical sickness, so must the metaph ysician, with
his knowledge and understanding of universality,
assume responsibility for curing the ailmen t of society,
namely, the "disease of fragmentation. "
Because of the exponential growth of our mechanized
society, we have lost touch with a universal principle of
solidarity which gathers all things into a common
notion of relatedness. Bixler immediately cited the
"break up " of the college campus as a prime example.
"Tradition of college has been flo-u ted " said Bixler,
"students don't have a sense of campus solidarity
and unity." This is due, in part, to "so much withdrawal into one's own subjective life."
Bixler voiced strong disagreement with Kierkegaard's
contention that subjectivity is the truth and that,
"we live in a sea of reflection where no man calls
to another. " The college should try to restore interest
in subject, but only in so far as it will help to revive
object. What is truly needed according to Bixler is,
"a common object of loyalty."
At this point in his speech, Bixler took off on a
wildly diverse and scholarly oration. Beginning with
Plato's, Universal Forms, he alluded to examples
from philosophy, art, music, and literatu re wh ich
all, in some way dealt with the notion of universality.
Plato's ideal of universal form is that which renders
a thing true. It is not taken from experience but
must be thought and understood by the mind. Bixler
says that the concept of the universal makes a demand
on our understanding that is, "like a moral demand ,"
in so far as, "it has an integrity of its own."
The ability to comprehend the universal allows
one to transcend the pattern of logic which the
mind imposes on reality. In this sense one can establish
a standard of values whereby all things are capable
of being judged equally.

In essence, Bixler is suggesting that one should
return to a Platonic world-view of conceptualizing
all of reality as being subsumed under a unifying and
-universal principle. This return must begin in the
area of education where it should stress a "move from
individu al to shared. "
Although Bixler did not offer any concrete examples
of how one might institute this movement, he does
mention that the college curriculum affords the
opportunity for the formation of ideas through the
process of dialectic. In many instances, Bixler would
probably be accused of gross simplification and a failure
to recognize some of the more subde features of
-listorical data.
For example? Bixler divides the artistic realm into
Form and Feeling. He equates the "individual' ' with
feeling and the "shared" with Form. He then extrapolates from this idea to suggest that to conclude
Romanticism is concerned with the individual whereas
Classicism is concerned with the shared.
This sort of insight is certainly acceptable in the
generic terms he uses and it serves well to illustrate
his point, yet we still must feel uneasy, with the
sweeping generality of the statement. (How would
he classify the artist Jacque Louis David in his fusio n of Form
and Feeling? ) Nevertheless, whether one agrees with
or disagrees with, understands or doesn't understand
what Bixler was talking about, one cannot deny his
incredibly vast wealth of knowledge and his miraculous
vitality for a man of eighty-two years of age.

40 Main Street I I I Waterville, Mo.

Editor 's Note: The Infirmary has recently made
available a policy statement on gyn services offered.
In order to clarify any misconceptions tha t students
may have developed in recent weeks we are prin ting
the Health Centers policy. Cop ies are also available
at the Infirmary.

HOURS Routine GYN Examinations are conducted
during regular doctor's office hours, Monday through
Friday from 8 to 10 AM Exam inations for diaphragms
are scheduled by appointment with the secretary.
ROUTINE EXAMINA TIONS inclu de a pelvic exam
and pap smear and, when indicated, could also include
a culture and screening for VD. The examination
is covered by the college, although there is a separate
student charge from the pathologist for a pap smear.
SPECIALIZED CARE GYN patients requiring more
specialized examinations and/or equipment are
referred to gynecologists in the Waterville area by
the college physician.

1. Examination by the college physician
2. Examination by the Nurse practitioner
3. Referral to local gynecologists, for specialized
medical care, by the college physician (Doctor's
fee not covered by insurance)

• "THE RED BARN "
BEN 'S Meat Market
341 Main Street
Waterville , Maine 04901
Tel.

872-6669

OUR MEAT IS
A TREAT TO

. .

EAT !

Last Tuesday President Strider announced his
appointments to the Health Services Committee.
In doing so he completed the committee and made
probable a meeting in the near future. Stu-A Committee
Chairperson Mike Viniconis appointed four stu dents
to the committee last week.
The following will serve on the committee:
Faculty Representatives:
Prof. Artur Champlin , Biology Dept., Chairman
Prof. Diane Skowbo, Psychology Dep t.
Mrs. Elizabeth Todrank
Student Representatives:
Julie Borden, '79
Nancy Bodwell, '79
John Geismar, '78
Janet MacLeod, '77
Representatives from the Health Center:
Mr. Carl Nelson
Dr. Paul Perez
Ex officio representative from the office of the Dean
of Students: Dean Janice Seitzinger
The identity of an alumnus or alumna to serve
on the committee has not been determined. It will
be up to the Health Committee to decide if one
will be chosen.

I nf i r m a ry Sp ells Out Gy nolo g i c al P o li cy

ALTERNATIVE CHOICES FOR EXAMINATION

L. TARDIF&JEWFiEl\

Health Committee

4. Referral to local gynecologist by the college physician at the student's request (Doctor's fee not covered
by insurance)

a brief family history, blood pressure check, and
breast exam. A urine test will be given whenever indi
cated or if requesteq". '
Diaphragm - Diaphragms will be fitted at the Health
Center by either the college physician or the Nurse
practitioner. Instruction is also provided. An appoint
ment isnecessary.
I.U.D. — Intra-Uterine Devices are not available
at the Health Center. Referrals for lUDs can be arranged
through the college physician to a local gynecologist
at the student's expense.
Other — Other contraceptives such as condoms,
spermicidal foams, jellies and creams may be purchased
at any drug store.
FOLLOW-UP CARE An appropriate follow-up
schedule is arranged at the time of the initial examination in all cases.
PRESCRIPTIONS Legal prescripstions for oral contraceptives or diaphragms may be filled and purchased
at the Health Center.
INSURANCE The expense of routine GYN exams
by the college physician or the Nurse practitioner
is assumed by the college. The cost of cultures or
other tests for suspected V.D. and Vaginitis is paid
by college insurace up to $25 for each illness. All
tests must be done in a hospital lab, not a ph ysician's
office.
SUSPECTED PREGNANCY Preliminary testing and
counseling for suspected pregnancy is availablethrough
the Health Center at the student's expense.
i

,

5. Independent arrangement by the student with off
campus physician or agency (Doctor's fee not covered
by insurance)

COUNSELING In addition to available medical counseling, the college psychologists ore also available for
counseling regarding gynecological or sex-related
problems.

CONTRACEPTION General information and counseling are available regarding all forms of contraception.

ABORTION Abortion cou nseling is available at the
Health Center.

The pill - If oral contraceptives are desired, in addition
to a routine examination, the exam would include

LITERATURE Appropriate literature about contraception is availble to be picked up without asking
at the Health Center.

Q UI CK FIXE S
Ed. note - Peter Cohn , president of the Colby
Environmental Council is doing an independen t
in Environmental Studies. Through his efforts with
Prof. Koons, Stan Palmer and Ansel Grindel, he is
attempting to inform the Colby community on
ways in vihich it can conserve energy. Tbe follow ing
is his submission to the ECHO.

January Term
KEENE

—Peter Cohn
Colby students can save money on hot water,
heat and electricity by "quick fixes." A "quick fix " .
is a way of saving energy, which means money, with
out spending any more money. For-instance, unscrew
ing half the light bulbs in a room cuts energy costs
in half immediately; even if you forget to turn them
off when you leave the room. The problem of Leaving
lights on will be dealt with in a second.
Last year (1975-76) the administration here
at Colby told B&G to do "quick fixes" wherever
possible. The goal was to save heat, hot water and
electricity. Of course the administrators wanted to
keep tuition down too.
B&G went to work on quick fixes and literally
began plugging up energy leaks all over campus.
They unscrewed light bulbs. They insulated hot water
pipes. If a building was not in use they turned down
the thermostat. Turning down a thermostat is a very new
thing in America. Why, a few years ago we burned
oil like it was nothing. We burnt it, and burnt it
and then the oil crisis came. Now thermostats are'
turned down.
What's more,doors were resealed and windows
¦were puttied. Insultaion was added where ever possible. The lights in the ice rink were replaced by mercury vapor
lamps.
So much has been done. I'm sure you do not
notice what is missing. This missing link is pretty
hard to thin k of. In fact to suggest it is as out of the .
ordinary as lowering the thermostat was just a few
years ago.
This is it. . .students have not done a thing. Stu dents, faculty, and co-ed dorms alike use energy j ust
like: a few years ago .
Now, I am not actually suggesting showering with
you r steady, but I am stating that .without any stu dent
help B&G saved four truck loads of oil in 1975-76.
The point of this article is to persuade all the students
and faculty to practice a few quick fixes of their own.
The guys down at B&G (Vice-President Pullen 's office
too) jusijjbate to see dorms lit up like a Christmas
tree. If your not in your room turn off the lights.
Also, take a shorter shower. This suggestion saves
more than hot water. Have you ever been forced to
take a cold shower? That is because all your bu ddies
(may be I shouldn't say buddies) used it all up first.
There is no need to stay in longer than three or four
minutes.
I do not want to lay too many of these things on
you at a time, but I have two :keep doors and windows
closed. When they are open it is literally money out
the window. Oh'yes, and a long shower is money
down the drain. So when a window is broken or a
shower leajis , report it to B&G. They want to help. You
will never see them because they come when you are
v Y ¦
at class. "" '
Quick fixes. Remember them. Consider them instant
gratification. Any problems, call B&G, They will
le glad to help.
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LITHOGRAPHY
MODERN DANCE
THE AMERI CAN FANTASY FILM
GEOGRAPHY OF ALASKA
WORLD FOOD
NATIVE AMERICAN CULTURE
WINTER CAMPING SKILLS
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DESIGNING UTOPIA
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C r ib N o t e s

An n o u n c e m e n t s
SWINE FLU CLINIC
DATE : Nov. 3, 1976 - Wednesday
PLACE : Colby Infirmary
TIME: 1:00 PM - 4:00 PM
ELIGIBILITY : Colby students, faculty staff, employees
and dependants 18 years and over
PROCEDURE : Enter 2nd floor door by the Chapel,
down the stairs and follow the markers.
NO FEE will be charged — All are encouraged to
participate. Consent forms-required and available.
NO PARKING AT THE INFIRMARY

Lest

and Fauna

Found:
Blue Jacket and Railroad Cap - found at Registration
Can be claimed at the Registrar's office.
Removed: One brown leather folder from Editor's
desk in ECHO office. Contains important papers
that are desperately needed. Please return or contact
John Devine, ext. 552.
?»»???»???

Found: Motorcycle Key. Claim at the Robert 's
desk, morning only.

Ex ib it s
The annual pre-Christmas Crafts Fair will be held
this year on Saturday, Nov. 6, 10:00 a.m. — 5:00 p.m.,
in the Fieldhouse. Traditionally it has been a large
and diverse gathering of talented craftsmen from
the state of Maine, the proceeds of which go toward
furthering the crafts at Colby.
Students who wish to exhibit and sell their creations
will not be required to pay a registration fee. Please
see Sue Benson, Roberts Union , ext. 295 , if you
would like to exhibit, or have any questions.

A special exhibition and sale of Original Oriental
Art will be presented on Monday, November 1, 1976
at Roberts Union from lOAm to 7PM.
Marson Ltd. of Baltimore, Mary land will exhibit
for sale a collection of Original Oriental Art totalling
approximatel y 500 pieces from Japan , China, India,
Tibet, Nepal and Thailand. The "oldest prints date back
to the 18th and 195h Century and include Chinese
woodcuts, Indian miniature paintings and manuscripts
and ma ster works by such artists as Hiroshige,
Kuniyosh i, and Kunisada. The modern p ieces consist
of a large group of original woodcuts, etchings, lithographs, serigraphs and mezzotints created by such
world renewed contemporaries as Saito, Azechi,
Mori , Katsuda, and Maki.
You are invited to browse th rough this fascinating
and well-described collection. The price range is wide
and there is a treasu re to be fou nd for m ost everyone's
budget.

October 28th at 6:30 p.m. there will be a meeting"
in DKE Lounge of all those interested in working
on a planning committe e for spring and winter
carnivals. If you have any suggestions or new ideas
for entertainment or activities, now is the time to
start formulating the p lans. Any questions can
be answered by Steve Harts at ext. 551. (Make
sure you let the p hone ring a sufficient number
of times as they don't always rush to answer it).
The next Student Association Exec. Board meeting
is Tuesday, Nov. 2 at 9:30 P.M. in the lounge at
DU. All are invited to attend.
Public Information Chairperson
Tala Skari
For all accounting stu dents with a "B" or better .
average in your accounting subjects — you may be
eligible for an academic scholarship from the National
Society of Public Accountants Scholarship Foundation
DEADLINE FOR APPLICATION IS FEBRUARY
28, 1977.
See Secretary in Career Counseling Office for
details.
Martes y miercoles a las doce y media.
Jueves a las doce menos cuarto en MARY LOW
DINING HALL.
Xerox for 5 cents!
As of November 1st, a xerox machine will be
available in Roberts Union. Intended to be part
of the publicity center for student organizations,
it will be open for use by the entire student bod y
at 1 fat nickel a copy, rather than the thin dime
the library machine eats tip. It will be in the room
that was formerl y the dispensary of the Infirmary
on the first floor of Roberts, to the right of the
bookstore. .

FILM
Los ambiciosos, starring Maria Felix and Girard
Phillipe. Directed by Luis Bunuel. Thursday, November 4, 1976 at 7:30PM in Lovejoy 100. Admission
Free. Sponsored by Los Subrosa, Spanish Club.
STU-A Films Presents a double feature Phanto m
at the Opera & A Night at the Opera. Friday, October
29th , 7:00 and 10:00PM in Lovejoy 100. Admission
is $1.00.

Cours es
ELECTION OF COURSES _,Election of Courses for second semester has been .
postponed to the week of November 8 - 12.
Students can pickup registration forms at Registrar's officejaeginning at 8:30AM, Monday November
8th. It is suggested that appointments be made
with faculty advisors for approval of course elections.
Students should use the catalog and curriculum
that were issued to them for first semester registration.
The W.S.I. Refresher Course must be taken before
January, 1977, or your present certificate expires.
This is for all current "W.S.I. Active (not lapsed at
all) Certificate holders who need the refresher course.
Those who took the W.S.I. 1975-76 class at Colby do
not need it. The refresher course gives 1season of Physical Education credit. No classes can be missed
for certificate or credit. There is a fee of $10.00
This is your last chance!
November 5,6, and 7, 1976
Friday, November 5
Boys' Club
6:0OPM to 9:00PM
Satu rday, N ovember 6
Boys' Club
6:0OPM to 9.00PM
Sunday, November 7
Boys' Club
9:00AM to noon & 1:0OPM to 4:00PM
Sign up at the Ph ysical Education Office , room
202 , Athletic Complex.
There are plans to offer a student taught course
on modern India next semester. The course will be
organized as follows:
Introduction to political, cultural and social
history ; The coming of western philosophy to India:
attempts to unite Indian and western thought; Major
figures in Indian thought in the twentieth century:
Tagore, Aurobindo, Gandhi, Nehru, (Readings from
all of them to provide a sampling of their philosophical approach and writing style); Post-Independence
India: the two Indias (traditional and modern);
Marxist development in India: the three approaches ;
Mrs. Gandhi's India: the meaning of the political
crackdown.
The course will be offered only if a certain minimum
number of students sign up . Course meeting time will
be determined at the convenience of all participants.
Flexible fifteen credit will apply. Use sign-up sheet
on Professor Hudson's door (3rd Floor Lovejoy).
For fu rther questions contact: Qaiser Khan at 8734120 (49 Silver St) or Professor Yeager Hudson,
Dept. of Phil. & Reli gion.
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TOWARD ARCOLOGY - WORKS IN PROGRESS:
This exhibit focuses on the work of Paolo Soleri,
architect, and deals specifically with the concept of
Arcology - architectural ecology, and with the continuing work , theoretical and practical at Arcosant,
the Central Arizona construction site of a prototype
Arcology for 3000. The exhibit is being held in*
conju nction with the Phi Beta Kappa Symposium,
"The Next Two Hundred Years. "
The exhibit will be on campus November 29
— December J.
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Tes ts
The Educational Testing Service has announced
that students completing teacher preparation programs
take the NATIONAL TEACHER EXAMINATIONS
on any of the following dates.
November 13, 1976
February 19, 1977
July, 1977
The results of these examinations is an important
factor in the selection, certification, and licensing
of teachers.
Testing centers and other information are available
in the Career Counseling office , LJ 110.
Mathematicians and Linguists:
The 1976 Professional Qualification test for
qualifying for a career with the NATIONAL SECURITY
AGENCY will be soon. Deadline for Nov. 20, 1976
test is Nov. 6, 1976. See secretary in Career Counseling
Office for registration forms.

Big news.

I

Wanted

2
Weekend job on the country-side child care,
1 woodsplitting, carpentry, household help (any combinaA tion) During the week, child care on campus afterJ noons. Salary negotiable... "

L
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L
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4

Full time position as Restaurant and Bar Manager
assistant
at BBC's. Mosdy evenings and will earn from
„
H $8 ,OO0-$8,5OO/year. Must be senior and preferably
A

maie-

M

¥
m
Strong young man for odd jobs, ou tside and '
h inside, two hours each weekend now until exams.
h $3.50 per hour. Phone 465-3994
H
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Students interested in the afore mentioned employJ
J ment should contact the Career Counseling Office.

L
L

?»??? ? » >»»

M Person or persons to act as Student Manager(s)
\tA for the Varsity Hockey Team. If interested, Contact
M Coach Jac k Kelly at the field house.
__2

?????????»

bJ
Do you need Money ? I must have a good second
k2 hand electric typewriter. Surely someone on this
kJ campus has a dusty seldomly used typewriter.
Please write: Jean Powell
J
Harbor Lane
Jj
?2
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609

_____& ^

r

h H ostess for all day Saturdays and bar tender for
h Saturday and Sunday at Lin dy 's Restaurant. Salary
¥ to be negotiated.

2

___G__^ /

Parents
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October 29 - October 31, 1976

Friday, October 29
7:00 and
9:3 O PM * Stu dent Association Film — The Wizard
o/ Oz — Lovejoy 100
8.-0O
* Powder & Wig production of Too True to
Be Good, by George Bernard Shaw ;
diiected by Michael Yeager '77 -Waterville Opera House.
8:15
Concert — The Colby College Trio Given Auditorium
Saturday, October 30
9:30 AM President's Reception (Art Museum)
10:15'
Report to Parents (Presiden t Strider)
(Given Auditorium)
11:151:00
Luncheon at Son's or Daughter's dining hall
1:3 0PM Varsity Football — Colby versus Bates
2:00
V arsity Soccer — Colby versus MIT
4:00
Dean of Students Reception for parents,
faculty and stu dents (Museum Lawn)
5:306:3 0
Parents Weekend Special Buffet * ($4.50
per person; no charge for on-campus
students)
7:4 5
Concert by Student Groups (Given
A-uditorium)
8:00
* Too True To Be Good
Sunday, Octo ber 31
10:15 AM Catholic Mass - Rose Chapel
11:00
Morning Worsh ip — Lorimer Chapel
4:00 PM Vesper Concert — Adel Henrich (see
Current) — Lorimer Chapel
*Admission charged

Skiers!

Jan —Plans
MADRID JAN PLAN

'
mm
24 ounces of gusto!

]

That's 24 ounces of Schlitz in a single
pop-top can. Now available locall y.

Colonial Distr., Inc.
Waterville, Maine

There will be Jan Plan offered in Madrid, Spain
for students who have completed Spanish 121 and
who have the approval of th eir instructor. Also,
there is a possibility that a program' will be offered
in Cuernavaca, Mexico. Interested stu dents should
contact Prof. Perez, ext. 259 or 280, or visit him
in Lovejoy 409H.

W ee k «n d

Lift tickets for this Sugarloaf ski-season will be
$10 and $11 on weekends. Also, the Student Ski
Association discount pass isn't valid this year. So,
if you hot-doggers are going to do any skiing at the
"Loaf" this winter, it 's time to think about a Sugarloaf Season P ass. Cost is $120 for all Colby students
and staff. Available from Jon Smith or Bill Mills in the
Outing Club Room (J ohnson basement) Monday Friday at 6:00 - 7.00. Do it now - deadline is
November 1st! LAST TWO DAYS!!

JANUARY SEMINAR IN INDIA
The Lisle Fellowship, Inc. will sponsor a threeweek work and study seminar in India from January
3- 23, 1977. Since 1936, The Lisle Fellowship 's
programs in international human relations have
helped promote peace and understanding for peoples
in 91 nations.
"The seminar is designed for both students and others
who are interested in exploring alternative approaches
in the fields of education and rural development on
the subcontinent. It is an unusual opportunity for
intercultural and intergroup experiences," said Lisle's
International Co-Directors, Dr. DeWitt and Edna
Baldwin.
Highlights of the seminar include: Orientation
in the capital, New Delhi, at the Gandhi Peace Foundation where guest speakers will lead discussion groups
on cross-cultural themes and issues relating to education and rural development. Fie ld trip to live and work
in a rural tribal area where a social action community
has spent the last 25 years working with peoples in 1,000
villages. There will be ample time for sightseeing in both
New Delhi and Bombay where the grou p will conclude
its stay in India.
Tot al cost (including room, board, fees for tours,
land transportation - but excluding travel to and from
New York City) is $1100.
The India Seminar is open to the first 15 persons
who apply. For an application and further information ,
please write: India Seminar, c/o Lisle Fellpwship, Inc.,
511 Meadow Hall Drive, Rockville, Md. 20851, or
call 301-424-4805.

OUTING CLUB
Nov. 1
General Meeting, Lovejoy 100, 7:00PM Films t.b.a.
Nov. 5
Slide show by members, Leonard Lounge, 7:0OPM
Refreshments
Nov. 13
Square Dance
Nov . 15
Film/talk Mew Zealand Adventure by David
Jardin , 7:30PM Given Auditorium
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"Seen in forty year 's perspective, Mao 's strategy
seems to represent the triumph of common sense,
indeed to have been dictated by Chinese reality
itself.... Mao, or the greatness of corrimonsense only the frivolous could read irony into this formulation
(Lucien Bianco)
Men who criticize revolutionaries for being ruthless, despotic , inhuman, etc. often isolate th ose
acts from the social contexts in which they appear.
In an effort to paint the most grotesque picture of
devil incarnates, they lose sight of the equally
grotesque social realities that give birth to social
change and the men who wage them. The article by
Mr. Chih Chien Hsu, "Mao:Death of a Despot"
(Colby Echo, 10-11-76) is a classic example of a
subjective, and at that very biased picketting at some
of the most controversial events that took place in
China in the past 3 decades.
It could very well be that Mao Tse-tung was a
despot, as Mr. Chih argues, although this is by no
means an incontestible fact. But even if he were
one, I think an objective evaluation of the life of a
man should take into consideration the dreams that
he held, and relate them to his acts and the facts
that surrounded them. What sorts of economic and
political realities were predominant in China before
Mao Tse-tung came to power? What are the realities
now? What thought and belief motivated the actions
that he took, and why did they succeed, if at all?
__
"~^— The following article is not an attempt to defend
^
MaoTrather it is just a brief outline of some of the
social realities out of which Mao and his likes
emerged, and hints at some of the innovations of
the man, both in the theoretical and practical spheres.
-*————————^——
—
ALTHOUGH PARTICULARLY DURING THE
COLLECTIVIZATION PHASE MAO DID REVERT
TOCOERCION,HIS WHOLE LIFE HAS BEEN
AN ATTEMPT TO WORK WITH THE PEOPLE.
An extensive analysis of the socio-economic
structure of pre-revolution China would fill volumes.
Let us recall just two of the most glaring features
that had become synonomous with the countryover-population & poverty. The historian Lucien
Bianco records:
"If the official figures can be believed, shortly
after the People 's Republic was founded , its popidation
was ten times that of tbe last dynasty, the Ch'ing,
three centuries earlier , China bad 580 million people
in 1953...Rainfall there was, but nowhere near enough
to grow food for so dense a population. "
This partly accounted for the poverty "Dire poverty along with the kind of brutalization
that it led to... 'The peasants up and down the valley
lived and died iti their special f ashion. The father
of one fam ily died. Since his wife had been faili ng
and the family was very poor , they decided not to
bury him right away. Perhaps the old woman would
die too... then they could save hy burying both with
one funeral... "
The urban working class fared no better.
"A long workday, infrequent days of rest (1 day
. per week was exceptional) , extensive use of illpaid female and child labor (especiall y in the textile
industry) , a high incidence of crippling accidents
and occupational diseases, endemic tuberculosis ,
arbitrary deductions fro m wages , harsh rules and
regulations, and almost total absence of welfare
legislation, an extremely low standard of living, and
for many workers chronic indebtedness - all of the
features of Chinese work ing-class life are straight
out of the social history of 19th century Europe. "
One could go on quoting case after case. The point

worth remembering here is that these problems, and
many more associated with them, were by no means
unique to the 1930's and40's. Poverty, over-population,
floods, droughts, migrations, epidemics; in general,
a life of misery in its most brutal form had been
part of China for decades, if not centuries preceding
the revolution.
If nature was severe, the feudal structure wh ich

HE INSPEIRED POPULAR PARTICIPATION

IN THE GOVERNMENT...HE INSISTED THAT
AMONGTHE PEOPLEA CONSCIOUS
SUSPICIONOF THE STATE AND PARTY
SHOULD BE CULTIVATED:
men erected to ease social organization, was
even more severe. In the tightly pyramidical social
structure, 10% of the families in the country owned
53% of the land, while 90% struggled over the rest.
This too had been a part of China for centuries a stratification of society that allowed a handful
of rich and a mass of poor to co-exist; not that there
were no upheavals, for there indeed were waves of
peasant revolts as far back as the 1850's. But tbev
hardly affected the self-contented "kingdom of Heaven."
The Confusian sages lulled the masses to nurse their
discontent - "Heaven changeth not;likewise, the
Tao (the way of heaven) changeth not. "
But change it did, as foreign powers of all creeds
and languages - Japanese, Russian, British, French
and German scrambled for bits and pieces of China 's
coal and iron fields in the heat of Imperialism. As
China's self-image shattered, movements for social
change started to coagulate. The following decades
saw China shake successively under Monarchy,
republicanism, warlordism and military rule ; all
attempting to combine two very difficult tasks freedom from forei gn domination and moderniz ation.
mucn couia oe said abou t the brutality with which
these vying factions dealt with one another and the
masses. For simplicity 's sake, we shall only note
that none on them succeeded. They failed and
failed miserably; and in the process the peasants
who made up for 90% of China remained a booted
class; and booted they were indeed, successively.
Every government that came to power extracted
taxes from the same starving hoardes whose poverty
it wailed and probably honestly enough wished to
heal.
Even the Communists , in whose name Mao waged
his revolution, did not all respect the peasant. Along
with Marx, they spat on the peasantry as "the dangerous
class, the social scum, the passively rotting mass
thrown off by the lowest layers of the old society."
They concent rated their efforts of onganizing the
proletariat proper, the industrial workers on the few
urban centers which by the 1920's numbered some
two million out of China 's 600 million inhabita nts.
They too failed, in the initial stages. At the end
of it all, the cou ntry capitulated to military tyranny,
as always happens under such circumstances of chaos.
Chiang Kai-shek,.too, failed in his efforts to mobilize
the country. He was still chasing communists and
remnants of the warlords when the Japanese attacked
China in 193 7. His dealings with the peasantry both
prior to and during the war had been so severe that
"most peasants hated their own army more than
the Japanese." There were instances in which th e
peasants fought on the side of the enemy. "When
TRAVEL!... EARN MONEYI
...OBTAIN A F REE TRIP...
Be a CampHjs Representative for
New England's largest and highest commission paying agency.
Interested students, write GARBE R TRAVEL, 1406 Beacon
St., Brookline, IMA 02146, or
call (617) 734-2100 collect person-to-person to Stuart J.
Chason. Evenings/ coll (617)
734-6660.

BERRY'S
ART SUPPLIES
74 MAIN STREET
i
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the Japanese reinvadedHonan in 1944... the peasants
attacked, disarmed, and in some cases murdered the
nationalist soldiers."
Mao looked at these realities and came up with
his own theories. His ideals had been influenced
by thinkers like Marx and Lenin. He believed that
Socialism was one key to prowess. He say the
Feudal structure in China as a chain that bound
men in master-servant relations; and believed th at
once unfettered from exploitative social relations
men would work hard, and in harmony with one •
another.
This pract_.ee was sh aped by the circumstances.
Having realized through experience that urban-based
struggle was futile, he turned his attention to the
roots - the peasantry. In 1927 with merely one
thou sand men, he took for the mountains to start
his protracted warfare. Twenty-two years later,
he entered Peking with mime-hundred thousand
Red Guards and a militia force of over two million.
His attempt at constructing a socialist society
was likewise influenced by ideals and practices of
other societies and dictated by realities in China.
His aim was a gradual industrialization of China.
Like all before him, he viewed industrialization
in a positive light, as one key to liberate man from
subjection to nature. But he did not believe that
it should be achieved at the expense of the vast
agrarian sector (as had occurred on the Soviet Union
earlier.) He maintained that there should be a
balanced development between the cities and the
countryside.

_¦_¦¦_»¦____¦_—_____—_,_—__—_—____,MM —_________ »_ ^_—^^ _______.
m.mmmmm

'EIGHT HUNDRED MILLION CHINESE EAT
THREE MEALS A DAY AND CLAIMTHEY
EAT WELL
In its most idealist p hase, this was experimented
in the 'Great Leap Forward. ' Attempts were made
to construct "a backyard " industries in as many rural
settings as possible. Families contribu ted every
scrap of steel they could find to boost China's iron
export. Although this experiment in itself was a
failure, it would be unrealistic to judge China's
industrial progress by this alone. Trem endou s
achievements have been made in the spheres of
road, bridge, housing and school constructions all
over the country. Industries are relatively wellspread out and although China is by no means one
of the most industrializ-ed countries in the world,
life has been made easier for the vast majority as a
result of the decentralization effort.
In the most difficult task of improving the agrarian
sector, Mao followed the Soviet experiment. At
the beginning there was less emphasis on forced
collectivization, but in spite bf the fac t that the
feudal structure had been declared obsolete, traditional
feelings resisted the communalization efforts. Toward
the mid-fifties, Mao insisted that there should be
(continued on next page)
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(continued from previous page )
rapid collectivization. Farm lands were pooled into
large state farms and mechanized farming was introduced on a massive scale. So far, at least, it has
proven to be a success - even the Soviet Union has
had difficulties with feeding its two hundred million,
not to name Africa , India and the rest. Eight hundred
million Chinese eat, three meals a day, and claim they
eat well.
Although particularly during the collectivization
phase Mao did revert to some coercion, his whole
life has been an attemp t to work with the people.
He criticized the Soviet Union leadership and his
own party for its elitism and its bureaucracy. He
inspired popular participation in the government
through subjecting the state apparatus to an ongoing
criticism of the leadership by the people. He insisted
that among the people a conscious suspicion of the
state and the party should be cultivated. This was
most dramatized during the cultural revolution when
popular pressure forced the ousting of Li Shas-shih,
Teng Hsiao-ping and the rest. Mao stressed that
there should be not one cultural revolution, but
several, in order to open the government up to fresh
blood and self-criticism.
The sword is two edged. At the same time that
the masses criticize their leaders they criticize _
themselves also, and reassess their values in relation
to the goals they have set. The Cultural Revolution
also was an attempt to rid the country from its
Confucian dogma. The youth tested their values

-Barry Knapp

So what do you do? Give up all these things?
Nonsense! But you can try to give up meat, fish, and
poultry. It's been known for a long time that we can
be perfectly healthy without meat, but if its really
engrained in your eating habits it's not the easiest
thing to give up. So then, the logical thing to do
is to reduce your consumption of meat fish , poultry,
and even dairy products.
With fruits and vegetables we don't even have to
go that far. Even though pesticides are found throughout fruits and or vegatables, the skin still contains,
by far, the highest levels of pesticides. So to state
it simply: just don 't eat the skins. Of course peeling
bananas and oranges is common practice, but the skins
of apples, tomatoes, and other fruits can be sliced
off too. Unfortunately, there is a tradeoff here
because some fruits and vegetables contain their
greatest amounts of nutrition in the skin. But with
vegatables we can eat less leafy ones and more rooted
ones, such as carrots.and still reduce our intake of
pesticides.
Finally, some of you are probably saying that
there is no conclusive evidence that pesticides harm
our bodies. And you may even be partially correct
in saying so, but these pesticides were tested separately
when measuring their effect on own bodies. We are
unaware of their synergistic effect - that is, the effect
of all the pesticides, additives, radiation and so forth
when they are consumed by our bodies and mixed
together. Unfortunately (or maybe fortunately)
we just don 't know about this synergistic effect
or the effect of pesticides over human 's lifetime. I
don't know about you , but I don 't want my body to be
the one which shows the effects . But once again it's
not easy to make these food consumption sacrifices;
hence it's your decision.

Back in the late 1960's we'started learning that
all the pesticides being sprayed on our plants were
actually making their way onto the dinner table.
As you may well remember (that is, if your entire
memory isn't engulfed in attempting to remember
verb forms of your favorite foreign language) there
was an entire assortment of pesticides in use, the most
famou s being DDT which was eventually banned
from the American marketplace. So the alarm had
been sounded, the most harmful pesticides were no
longer distributed in the U.S. and we have no thing
to worry about. Right? WRONG'
Many of these pesticides do not break down in a year
or even 100 years in many cases and this means that
we're still consuming them in significant amounts.
In fact the U.S. Government doesn't ban foods
contaminated with pesticides; rather it sets maximum, acceptable levels because it is aware that some
pesticides are going to be in just about all foods
for a long time to come no matter how stringent its
regulations are. So right abou t now you are probably
saying to yourself : What is this dunimy telling me
all this for without telling me how to reduce my
pesticide intake? Well, like all slow students I need
time to get my point across, so please, read on.
Perhaps the best way to explain pesticide levels
in foods it to examine the chart shown below:
The Key to this chart is the column which states
the percent of chlorinated pesticides each item
contributes to your diet, From this one easily observes
that meat, fish, and poultry obtain the highest percentage while fruits run a close second and dairy
products and leafy vegetables run a close third and
fourth respectively.

HIS VIEW WAS ONLY ONE AMONG MANY...
HE HAS NOT CONTINUOUSLY DOMINATED
THECHINESE SCENE...THE STRUGGLEWILL,
INALL PROBABILITY,CONTINUE...
and criticized their long-standing and fettering
traditions.
His view of Socialism was a total one . One of
his complaints against the Soviet Union was the
fact that they viewed Socialism only in an economic
sense. The culture, too, he maintained, the ethos
had to be reared; and this he believed, could be done
only through permanent revolution, continued selfquestioning. He maintained that classes and class
differences could exist even under Socialism ; that
moral and ideological differences would persist, if
th at "contradictions " in everything were natural
and perceptible. These, he said, should constandy
be brought to the forefront and examined, and he
instituted all of these in the cultural revolution.
Mao's rule was by no means uncontested. His
view was only one among many. The Chinese refer
to his works as the 'Thoughts of Mao Tse-Tung."
He has not continuously dominated the Chinese
scene. Especially during the years following the
Great Leap Forward, until the cultural revolution,
he was eclipsed by the party that has consistently
stook for rapid industrialization, aggressive selfassertion in the world arena and an enhanced status
for China as a world p ower.
Not all shared with him the view that egalization^
first and a gradual development later were desirable.
Not all believed that lesser stress on the division
between mental and physical labor, between workers
and thinkers, followers and leaders and ultimately
"have-nots" and "haves", was such a fine view after
all. In his life, he succeeded in waiting patiently
and persistently reappearing as the man of common
sense.
The struggle will, in all probability, continue
between those who shared his views and those who
didn't. At times the encounters will probably be
rough, as they have been in the past. The road will
not be smooth, it never has been smooth. As he
so simply used to repeat...
"Classes struggle; some classes triumph, others
are eliminated. Such is history, such has been the
history of civilizations for thousands of hears,..,
Revolution is not a dinner party. "

Pesticide Residues in the American Diet in 1968-1970
tem

Source: Diet for a Small Planet

Percent of Chlorinated Pesticides
Item Contributes to Diet

1) Dairy Products (8-13% fat)
2) Meat, Fish & Poultry (17-23% fat)
3) Grains & Cereals
4) Potatoes (DDT & DDE only)
5) Leafy Vegetables
6) Legumes
7) Root Vegetables
8) Fruits (all)
9) O ils, Fat, Shortening
10) Sugar & adjuncts

Average content DDT,
DDE & TDE pprn

18
27
n
4
13
2
25
2
l

.067
^216
Q05
.002
005
.005
Q04.024.008
_

COLLEG E POETftY REVIEW
The NATIONAL POETRY PRESS

'

announces
Tho closi ng date for th e submission of manus cripts by College Students Is

Novem ber s

ANY STUDENT attending either junior or senio r college Is eligible to submit
his verse . There is no limitation as to form or theme. Shorter works are ore(erre d becaus e of spac e limitatio ns.
Eac h poem mus t be TY PE D or P RINTE D on a separ at e shee t , and mus t
bear t he N A M E an d HOME AD DRESS of th e s t uden t, and t he COLLEG E
ADDRESS as well.
MANUSCRIPTS shou ld be sent to the OFFICE OF THE PRESS.

Box ?18
¦
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